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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

This report focuses on the findings for Chicanos that emerged from a

project on the status of disadvantaged racial/ethnic minorities in higher

education in the United States. Funded by the Ford Foundation and conducted

by the Higher Education Research Institute (HERI), the project was designed

to examine the recent progress, current status, and future prospects of Blacks,

Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, and American Indians in higher education and to

formulate recommendations aimed at furthering the educational development of

these groups so that they will be able to share the benefits now enjoyed chiefly

by the white majority and to have greater access to positions of leadership

and influence in American society. These four groups were chosen for study be-

cause they are the largest and the most educationally disadvantaged of the racial/

ethnic minorities and beCause historically their incorporation into U.S. society

was based on coercion rather than free choice.

During the fall of 1978, when the project was in the planning stage, the

Higher Education Research Institute and the Ford Foundation jointly selected

a National Commission to serve as advisory board and policy arm for the project.

The Commission was structured to include at least one member of each of the

four minority groups studied and to represent various areas--academic, public,

and private--of national life. The Commissioners were: 0. Meredith Wilson

(chair), Alexander W. Astin (study director), Frank Bonilla, Cecilia Preciado

Burciaga, Yvonne Brathwaite Burke, Albert E. Hastorf, Calvin B. T. Lee, Alfonso

A. Ortiz, and Stephen J. Wright.



The major functions of the Commission were to advise the HERI staff

concerning proposed and completed studies, to give guidance in the interpre-

tation of findings and the formulation of recommendations, and to assist with

the,cissemination of both findings and recommendations to policymakers, prac-

titioners, and the general public.

Design of the Study

To provide a strong empirical basis for policy recommendations, the study

concentrated on two areas: first, a description of the current and recent

situation of the four minority groups with respect to their rates of educational

access and attainment; and second, an analysis of the factors that influence

the access and attainment of these minority groups. The specific questions

addressed were as follows:

o To what extent are Blacks, Chicanos, Puerto RfCans, and American

In ians represented at various points in the educational pipeline

bet en secondary school and completion of advanced training?

Where are the major leakage points in this pipeline?

o What is the representation of each of these four minority groups

by field of study and type of institution?

o How has the representation of each minority group changed since

the mid-1960s?

o How are the educational access and attainment of minority students

influenced by their family background, socioeconomic status, and

personal characteristics?



o What features or characteristics of educational institutions and

programs (e.g type of high school, type of higher education

institution, student peer group, faculty attitudes, special

institutional programs) are most critical in affecting the progress

of minority students?

o tow is the progress of minority students affected by,the type of

financial aid they receive during undergraduate and graduate training?

These questions- were approached by means.of a series of analyses of

empirical data. While considerable use was made of existing data sources,

a substantial amount of new data was also collected.

Data Sources

Empirical studies performed,by the Commission staff involxed the use of

several resources, including (I) data from pu blic documents, (2) unpublished

data from outside agencies, and (3) data collqted especially for the project

and, in most cases, involving questionnaire surveys. Data pertaining to the

educational access andattdinment of minorities were obtained from several public

and private sources, ipcluding the U.S. Bureau of the Census, the Commission

, on Civil Rights, the Office for Civil Rights, the National Center for Education

Statistics, the National Science Foundation, the National Academy of Sciences--

National Research Council, the College Entrance Examination Board--Educational

Testing Service, the American College Testing Program, and the Cooperative

Institutional Research Program (sponsored by the American Council on Education

and the University of California, Los Angeles). These data provided the princi-

pal basis for the Commission's analysis of the educational pipeline for minorities
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(from the high school years through completion of advanced training), the

representation of minorities in different fields, and recent trends in

minority representation both by level and by field.

Factors influencing the educational development of minority students

were assessed primarily through longitudinal data from the Cooperative

Institutional Research Program (CIRP). The principal source for these analyses

was a nine-year follow-up of 1971 entering freshmen conducted especially for

this project during the spring and summer of 1980. In.order to obtain as

accurate a picture as possible of the persistence rates'of minorities during

this nine-year,interval, a number of follow-up procedures were used to increase

response rates. In addition, data collected in 1977 ft'om a cohort that began

,college in 1975 were utilized.

Another source of student data, in addition to the longitudinal files

just described, involved a national sample of minority students who had re-

ceived graduate fellowships for doctoral study from the Ford Foundation

between 1969 and 1976.

Data on faculty and staff were collected via a national survey of faculty

working in the saMe institutions attended by the 1971 freshman sample* and a

survey designed to tap the experiences and perceptions of minority educators.

These data on students and faculty were supplemented by additional

data on the institutions, including finances, enrollments, physical plant,

admission policies, and other, environmental information obtained from public

and private sources.

Data Analyses

Descriptive studies of the educational access and attainment of minority
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undergraduates were obtained from published tabulations of several of the

data sources described above as well as through special tabulations of these

'same data sources conducted by the project staff. Analyses of factors in-

fluencing minority students educational development generally involved a two-

stage procedure. In the first stage, an attempt was made to adjust for the

fact that students entering different types of institutions and different

types of programs are frequently not alike. Thus, initial differences in

entering student characteristics--such as demographic factors (sex, race/

ethnicity, age), socioeconomic background (parental education, parental income,

parental occupation), high school activities and achievements, plans and

aspirations, and values and attitudes--were controlled statistically. Then,

the second stage in the analysis was performed to estimate the impact of

institutional type, financial aid, and other program factors.

Limitations of the Data

It should be emphasized that conclusions based on the Commission's

analyses of empirical data must be tempered with the recognition that most

of the data sources suffered from various technical limitations. Among the

most frequently encountered typ'es of limitations were inadequate racial/ethnic

definitions, small samples sizes, nonrepresentativeness, and low resDonse rates

to the'surveys.

Organization of This Report

The second chapter of this report provides a brief historical overview.

Chapter 3 reviews the current status of the total Chicano population, and

Chapter 4 discusses the status of Chicanos in higher education. Chapters 5
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and 6 discuss the findings on educational and career outcomes of Chicanos

attending college in the 1970s. Chapter 7 presents data on Chicano pro-

fessionals, including faculty. Chapter 8 deals with Chicanos in higher educa-

tion. The final chapter summarizes the findings and outlines a set of

recommendations.
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CHAPTER 2

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

The current socioeconomic and educational status,of Chicanos can be

understood only in the context of the group's unique history. This chapter,

then, gives a brief historical overview.

People of Mexican descent living in the United States have been re-

ferred to by a variety of terms: Hispanic, Mexican-American, Mexicano,

Spanish7speaking, tatino, Raza, and Chicano. The last term, Chicano, best

reflects the group's evolution as a people; not only is it steeped in his-

tory, but also it connotes a contemporary political reality for Mexicans

in the U.S. The most widely accepted theory of its origin traces the word

back to the Spanish conquest of Mexico, when the valley of Mexico was

called Mexica (pronounced "Meshica" or "Mejica," with a soft "j") and the

natives of the region were called Mexicanos (rronounced Meshicanos): As the

Spanish soldiers sent to colonize the Net., World took native women as wives anc!

mistresses, and as a mestizo (half-Indian, half-Spanish) population developed

from these unions, both natives and mestizos came to be called Chicanos.

During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the term was

also applied to impoverished Mexicans who migrated northwards and settled

-in the Southwest. Thus, many Mexican-Americans and Mexicans have regarded

the term Chicano as a pejorative, though it found early acceptance among

young Mexican-Americans in military service ancyln the barrios. Not until

the 1960s, however, was the term adopted as a sbwce of pride by political

and social- activists.
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Origins of the Chicano Southwest

Spanish cofonization of the northernmost territories of Mexico was a

dangerous endeavor. Because of the enormous stretches that isolated the

first Spanish settlers from the center of Mexico, attracting settlers and

maintaining political.control over these frontier outposts presented a

challenge.

New Mexico was the first, oldest, and most isolated of the northern

provinces. Anglo-American encroachment was slow, and New Mexico maintained

a large and highly developed Hispanic settlement until 1846. Hispanic

settlers were more easily attracted to California because of its coast,

benign climate, and fertile land as well as the lure of gold. In Texas,

inhospitable Indian tribes made it difficult for the colonial authorities

to maintain settlements.

Anglo-Americans settled first in Texas, because of its proximity to

the eastern United States. As the number of Americans increased, Hispanic

control of the lands north of the Rio Grande weakened. Meanwhile, Mexico

was having its own problems. In 1321 Mexico won independence from Spain.

By this time, Anglo-Americans had developed an intensive trade with New

Mexico via the Sante Fe trail and with California via clfpper ships that

sailed around Cape Horn.

Initially, Anglo immigrants to Texas agreed to becomP Mexican citizens,

to obey Mexican laws, to accept the Catholic faith, to learn Spanish, and

to assimilate. But as the Anglo population grew, these commitments came to

be ignored. By 1835, Anglo-Americans outnumbered Mexicans in Texas by six

to one (30,000 versus 5,000), and Mexican settlers and landowners were

pushed out, often unjustly. The resulting cultural, social, and economic

conflicts erupted into the Texas Revolution of 1835. Contrary to popular
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belief, this clash was not simply a matter of all Anglo-Americans on one

side and all Mexicans on the other; many Mexicans wanted to make Texas an

autonomous state and so joined the Anglo-American cause.

Forged after the battle of San Jacinto, the treaty that gave Texas its

independence was never recognized by the Mexican government, which regarded

the subsequent annexation of Texas by the U.S., in 1845, as grand larceny.

Nonetheless, the annexation created the first group of Mexicans who became

"Mexican-Americans," at least in theory..

Though the.movement of Anglo-Americans into California and New Mexico

was marked by less conflict than in Texas, Yankee settlers eventually became

numerically dominant in these territories as well. At the federal level,

pressure to conquer the Southwest and thus to extend the nation's boundaries

to the Pacific Ocean mounted, driven primarily by economic forces and ration-

alized under the doctrine of Manifest Destiny. The U.S. government offered

to buy the land from Mexico, but Mexico refused the offer. By 1842, the U.S.

had let it be known that what it could not buy, it would take by force. In

a private meeting with his cabinet, President James Polk declared his inten-

tion "to acquire for the U.S., California, New Mexico, and perhaps some other

of the northern provinces of Mexico" (Chicano Communications Center, 1976).

In 1846, one year after the annexation of Texas, the U.S.-Mexican War

broke out. The U.S. captured Mexico City in early 1848, and peace negotia-

tions resulted in the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. This pact recognized

the United State's possession of northern Mexico, which constituted almost

half of Mexico's domain, not including Texas. Other provisions of the

treaty dealt directly with the rights of Mexicans living in the annexed

territory: They had the right either to remain in U.S. territory or to

relocate to Mexico. In addition to the constitutional rights guaranteed

19
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to other U.S. citizens, the new Mexican-Americans were explicitly guaranteed

their cultural, religious, and property rights.

The U.S. Senate insisted on radical changes in the treaty, however, and

over the protests of the Mexican government, the U.S. forced its ratifica-

tion, signed as the Protocol of Quer4taro on May 26, 1846. Despite U.S.

claims that these changes did not annul the civil, political, and religious

guarantees provided to the Mexican-Americans by the original treaty, the

vague language of the Protocol left loopholes whereby the provqions of the

Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo was violated time and time again during the next

fifty years.

The United States eventually realized that its enlarged boundaries

still failed to include one vital piece of real estate, the Mesilla Valley

in southern New Mexico and Arizona, which was needed for the southern route

of the transcontinental railway system. Since Mexico was close to financial

bankruptcy, it sold the 30,000-square-mile strip of land to the U.S. for

$10 million, a transaction ratified by the Gadsden Treaty of 1853. Thus,

another part of Mexico and another\group of Mexicans (some of whom had moved

from previously annexed territories) were a4exed by the United States.

As more Anglo-American settlers moved'Into the Southwest,.from Texas

to California, they were forced to adapt to an environment that was very

different from what they had known In the eastern and southern regions of

the U.S. Thus was'born the "All-Amerlcan cowboy." Spanish-derived words

like "ranch," "lasso," "lariat," "rodeo," "stampede," "canyon," "pinto,"

"dolly Welter" (from darle vuelta, to twist rope around saddle horn), and

"calaboose" entered the English language. In addition, the Anglo settlers

had to learn to construct their houses differently, sometimes using new

materials such as adobe; to grow unfamiliar kinds of agricultural crops;

20
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and to.irrigate them differently in order to transform barren desert to

cultivated acreage.

Hostile feelings toward the encroaching Yankees was strong, and resis-

tance to Anglo political and economic domination was widespread, though the

numbers involved were slight. Most early Mexican-American resistance leaders--

Joaquin Murieta and Tiburcio Vasquez in California, Juan N. Cortina and

Gregorio Cortez in Texas, and Elfego Baca in New Mexico--wereisolated in-

dividuals with small followings, social "lawbreakers" who had personal, if

not nationalistic, vendettas against the U.S. government and the Anglo

settlers. The United States has never accorded them the status of romantic

folk heroes, as has been the case with criminals such as Jesse James and

Billy the Kid. These resistance movements were quickly and ruthlessly

crushed by the law-and-order forces of the Old West, the most notorious

being the Texas Rangers, who to this day are despisee by most Chicanos in

Texas.

The Twentieth-Century Experience

Mexican immigration did not cease after the U.S. took over the South-

west. The 1890 Census counted over 75,000 Mexican-born immigrants in the

United States, not including those born in the annexed territories prior

to their conquest. It has been estimated that in 1900 the total U.S.-born

and foreign-born Mexican population in this country numbered between 381,000

and 526,000.

In 1910, the Mexican people initiated the first social revolution of

this century against the government of President Porfirio Diaz. Over a

million lives were lost, and hundreds of thousands of exiles came north

seeking asylum and a better life.

21
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During the 1920s, when the U.S. economy was flourishing, emigration

from Mexico reached an all-.C.me high; nearly 500,000 Mexicans on permanent

visas, and probably an equal number without documents, entered the country.

The strict immigration quotas imposed between 1921 and 1924 were directed

chiefly against Europeans and did.not apply to countries in the Americas.

Thus, Mexicans constituted a major proportion of all immigrants to the U.S.

during this period.

Anglo-Americans had mixed reactions to this influx. Those in the East

were largely unaware of or indifferent to a phenomenon whose center was the

Southwest. Some religious groups and government agencies attempted to help

the new immigrants. Industry, agri-business, and the railroads unequivocally

supported the unrestricted immigration of cheap labor. But as the tOtal

Mexican population in the Southwest increased, so did the hostility of local

Anglo residents. Civic groups, chambers of commerce, welfare agencies, and

labor unions began to voice opposition to the open-door policy and to speak

out on the "Mexican problem." In 1924 the U.S. Bureau of Immigration was

established, along with the Border Patrol, bettor known as "La Migra"

among Chicanos and Mexicanos.

During the Great Depression, Mexican immigration to this country slowed.

Mexican workers, welcomed in more prosperous times, were now seen as "sur-

plus labor" and as a drain on public relief funds. Consequently, the U.S.

government instituted a Repatriation Program aimed at returning Mexican

aliens to their country of origin. Many racist elements interpreted this

supposedly voluntary program as a license to deport Mexican people at will.

Some 500,000 Mexicans, many of them born in the United states, became vic-

tims. To keep the family intact, husbands, wives, and children returned to

Mexico, which welcomed back the many able workers it had earlier lost but

had difficulty reintegrating them into its workforce.

22
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Just a few years after these massive deportations, the situation turned

around again. During World War II, business boomed, and workers were in

short supply. In response to the demand for labor, the binational Bracero

Program was initiated in 1943 to bring Mexican farmworkers into the country

to work in agri-business. So successful was the program in maximizing the

profits of the growers that it was continued after the war. An estimated

200,000 braceros worked in 21 states; about half of them were used in Cali-

fornia. Similar shortages of agricultural workers created by the Korean

War led Congress to extend the program in 1951. The peak was reached in

1959, when nearly 450,000 braceros entered the U.S. Not until 1964 was

the Bracero Program terminated.

In addition to the documented workers admitted under formal programs,

undocumented workers (known as mojados or "wetbacks") continued to enter

the country from Mexico. The flagrant violations of the civil and human

rights of these workers are well known: In return for Jieir labor, they

were poorly paid, housed in miserable and unsanitary con:Iitions, and denied

adequate health care. This exploitation continues today; but at the same

time undocumented workers are erroneously blamed as a cause of inflation,

recession, and waste of public funds.

More than half a million Mexican-Americans served in World War II,

mostly as foot soldiers, fighting in the Pacific, North Africa, Sicily,

France, and Germany. More than 17 were awarded the Congressional Medal

of Honor. Through the Korean and Vietnam Wars, Chicanos have won propor-

tionally more Congressional Medals of Honor than any other ethnic group in

the U.S.

While Mexican-Americans were fighting and dying overseas during World

War II, those back home were suffering the indignities of racial violence,

23
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especially in Los Angeles, where the notorious Zoot Suit Riots took place

in June of 1943. Hundreds of Anglo sailors, Marines, and civilians brutally

attacked young Chicanos, especially those dressed in zoot-suit Pachuco

clothes, though Filipinos and Blacks were also the targets of this racist

rampage. The press was partly responsible for arousing public feeling

against all foreign-looking Americans. The bias against Mexicans has since

been acknowledged and documented by the press itself.

Institutionalized racism against Chicanos and Mexicanos has been and

continues to be widespread. For instance, numerous studies indicate that

tl)e law enforcement and judicial systems deal more severely with these

groups than with Anglos. It has often been noted that there are more Chicanos

in penal institutions than in higher education institutions. Not only do

they get convicted and incarcerated more frequently, but also they tend to

get harsher sentences.

Another example of the unfair treatment accorded to Mexicans and Mexican-

Americans can be found in the federal government's periodic efforts to round

up and deport undocumented workers. One such effort extended from 1950 to

1955, culminating in Operation Wetback; the government claims to have ex-

pelled sore 3.8 million Mexicans during this period (though many of them

may have been expelled more than once). Raids on factories, restaurants,

bars, and private homes became commonplace; among those affected were

elderly Mexicans who had entered the United States decades earlier, when

border crossings were more informal. This harrassment continues to the

present time: Mexican-Americans living near the border are stopped on the

street and asked to prove that they are legally in the U.S. They are searched

at highway checkpoints set up by the Immigration Service. Many Mexican

aliens who are now eligible for naturalization refuse to apply for U.S.
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citizenship because they fear reprisal and possible deportation.

In response to this institutionalized racism, the Mexican-American

community has formed civic organizations, established newspapers, and

initiated legal action. One of the first activist groups was the League

of United Latin knerican Citizens (LULAC), founded in south Texas in 1929

and expanded into a national organization during the post-World-War-II

period. LULAC has been heavily involved in antidiscrimination activity,

'especially in the area of education: Another national organization, the

G.I. Forum, was born in Corpus Christi in 1948 when iocal officials refused

to permit the burial of a Mexican-American war hero in the local "for-

whites-only" cemetery. Established in 1959, the Mexican American Political

Association (MAPA) is intended to promote "the social, economic, cultural,

and civic betterment of Mexican Americans and all other Spanish-speaking

Americans through political action"; the association has chapters in voting

districts throughout the state of California.

It was during the 1960s--a decade of social upheaval forthe entire

country and particularly for various ethnic groups--that the term Chicano,

once regarded as a pejorative, was resurrected and used to forge a new

political and cultural identity. At the' same timecharismatic leaders

drew national attention to Chicano issues. In New Mexico, Reies Lopez

Tijerina sought to restore lost Spanish and Mexican land grants through the

widely publicized and often flamboyant activities of the Alianza de Pueblos

Libres (Alliance of Free Peoples. in Colorado, Rudolfo "Corky" Gonzales,

former prize fighter and disaffected Democratic party official, organized

the Crusade for Justice and established several alternative community or-'.

ganizations in the Denver area. In California, Cesar Chavez first founded

and then became the driving force behind the United Farm Workers Union. In
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Texas, Jose Angel Gutierrez and,others, working primarily through a third

party known as La Raza Unida, waged successful political campaigns to unseat

the Anglo-dominated governments of several predominantly Chicano cities and

counties in south Texas.

Equal educational opportunity has long been a primary goal of Chicano

activists. Student protests and demonstrations at colleges throughout the

Southwest resulted in increased recruitment of Chicano students and faculty

starting in the late 1960s, though the figures have since stabilized (see

Chapter 4). Much of the battle has been Thught through the courts. Helping

to prepare the way for the Supreme Court's historic Brown decision in 1954

was the Mendez v. Westminster School District decision in 1945, which declared

illegal the de-jure segregation of Chicano and Mexican school children on

the basis of race and proposed bilingual education as a paAial remedy to

past segregation. Despite this ruling, most Chicanos in the Southwest con-

tinue to attend segregated schools. In the 1970s, the Cisneros v. Corpus

Christi Independent School District decision finally establishe%:' Aat

Chicanos were, in fact, an identifiable ethnic minority and thus were

covered by the Brown decision. Prior to that time, Chicanos had been classi-

fied as Caucasians; thus, orders to desegregate were often evaded by assigning

Blacks and Chicanos to the same schools, separate from Anglos.

The Chicano Movement has involved both peaceful demonstrations and

violent riots. Of special significance is the Chicano Moratorium March,

which took place in Los Angeles on August 29, 1970. Its purpose was to

protest the Vietnam War, which was claiming a disproportionately high number

of Chicano casualties, and to demonstrate cultural solidarity. Ten thousand

people marched peacefully, some in family groups. On the pretext that some-

%

one had taken shots at them, the police attacked the marchers, and the resulting

26
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riot left three people dead: Angel Diaz; Lyn Ward, a 15-year-old Chicano;

and Ruben Salazar, well-known columnist for the Los Angeles Times and News

Director of Chicano radio station KME.X.

Another noteworthy event was the 1972 strike against the Farah Company

(largest U.S. manufacturer of men's and boys pants), in which 4,000 women,

/ mostly Chicanos, participated., After a nationwide boycott of Farah products,

the long strike ended in victory. Nonetheless, Hispanic women continue to

be exploited in the garment industry in the Los Angeles area (as well as

in New York), working long hours for low pay in unsanitary sweatshops.

During the 1970s, as more Chicano teachers, lawyers, physicians, and

businessmen graduated from the universities, a number of Chicano professional

associations emerged; supported in part by private foundations. Among these

groups were the Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund (MALDEF),

the "National Council of La Raza, and several educational organizations.

Chicano professionals by the hundreds descended on Washington to set up

national offices and to take jobs in many branches of the federal bureaucracy.

The Chicano movement has reached all segments of the Mexican-American

population, from farmworkers and military servicemen to stu ents and profes-

sionals. The greater visibility of the nation's Chicano population has

brought some benefits but at the same time has created a backlas of Anglo

resentment.

The arts play a significant role in the Chicano movement. For instance,

El Teatro Campesino,, founded by Luis Valdez, has received wide recognition

and praise, stimulating the establishment of other teatros around the

Southwest. Chicano writers have begun to take their place in the American

literary scene. ChicanO art, once ridiculed, has come to be respected.

The colorful mural movement,that has engulfed the nation and the world was

sparked by Chicano artists who painted the walls of buildings in the barrio,

27
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just as Rivera, Siqueiros, and Orozco had done in the old country.

Chicanos have created their own culture, a biculture that borrows from

,
and contributes to both the Anglo and the Mexican cultures. That culture

has been a unifying and strengthening force for Mexican-Americans, a deter-

rent to assimilation, and a source of pride and identity.
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CHAPTER 3

CURRENT STATUS OF THE POPULATION

This chapter prOfilis the'Chicano population in terms of demographic

characteristics, educational attainment, and employMent status. Although

sometimes incorrectly used to refer to all Americans with a Spanish-language

or Hispanic-cultural background, the term Chicano as used in this report

refers only to those persons of Mexican descent living in the United States

(i.e., Mexican-Americans).

Doing research on Chicanos is rendered difficult by problems of defini-

tion and data collection. In The Condition of Education for Hispanic

Americans, a 1980 publication of the National Center for Education Statis-

tics (NCES), Brown, Rosen, Hill, and Olivas point out that the operational

definitions used in identifying Hispanic Americans have varied over time

and from one data-collection agency to another:

For example, the Census Bureau has variously counted Hispanic
Americans as: "Spanish-speaking immigrants" (1850); persons
speaking Spanish as a "mother tongue" (1910); persons who iden-
tified themselves as being of the "Mexican race" ("all persons
born in Mexico or having parents born in Mexico who are not
definitely White, Negro, Indian, Chinese or Japanese") (1930);
persons with "Spanish surnames" in the southwestern states (1950);
persons with a combination of Hispanic birth or parentage, Spanish
mother tongue, and Spanish surname (1960); and persons of "Spanish
origin or descent" (1970). These varying categories make it im-
possible to calculate long term Hispanic population trends or to
separate data into the various Hi,spanic subgroups: Mexican American,
Puerto Rican, Cuban, or other Spanish origins. (pp. 1-2)

This failure to distinguish among the various Hispanic subgroups makes it

hard to assess just how well Chicanos are faring in American society. The

inclusion of Cubans (whose ed,Ucatidnal attainmept is comparable to that of

Whites) in the Hispanic category tends to give a misleadingly rosy picture

of progress made in recent decades.
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Another problem with statistics on Chicanos is that the techniques used

by the U.S. Bureau of the pensus in collecting data have not been very

reliable. Following a comprehensive study of the 1970 Census, the U.S.

Commission on Civil Rights (1974) made the f011owing criticisms:

o No effort was made to include persons of Hispanic background on

the adviiory committees formed to prepare for the Census;

o Mailing lists were drawn up from commercial lists- of such persons

as property-tax-payers, thus excluding many citizens of Hispanic

origin;

o Little effort was made to hire bilingual census-takers;

o Not enough bilingual community education specialists were hired;

o Census officials failed to sen0 outsample bilingual or Spanish-

language questionnaires to people in every area with large con-

centrations of Hispanic Americans.

Similarly, Olivas (1978) maintains that the reluctance of census-takers to

poll minority households, and their inability to speak Spanish, resulted in

sampling errors and undercounts of Chicanos and other Hispanics. According

to one estimate, in California alone the 1970 Census undercounted Chicanos

by more than half a million (President's Task Force, 1975).

The U.S. Census Bureau is not the only government agency that under-

counts or simply ignores the Chicano presence in the United States. Speaking

at the California Governor's Chicana Conference in June 1980, Antonia Lopez

commented bitterly:

We don't exist . . . to the department of aging; we have no old
people. There are no statistics in the department of corrections,
they don't know how many of us are incarcerated or for what.

Education--they don't know anything except we're dropping out
at a 50 percent rate.
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Mental health--they don't know. We don't have any mentally

A lot of government itself simply has not documented us.

(Vils, 1980, part 5, p. 1)

In short, because data-collection agencie aggregate data on Hispanic

groups, use techniques that result in undercounts, or simply fail to recog-

nize the existence of Chicanos as a subgroup, the statistics cited here must

be regarded as conservative estimates.

Demographic Characteristics

Chicanos as a group are young. In 1974, their median age was 18.9

years, compared with 19.8 years for Puerto Ricans, 35.7 years for Cubans,

22.8 years for Blacks, and 29.3 years for non-Hispanic Whites (Arce, 1976).

By 1978, the median age for Chicanos had climbed slightly, to 21.3 years,

compared with a median age of 30.6 years for non-Hispanic Whites (de los

Santos, 1980, Tabie,3).

According to 197 data from the 1974 Current Population Surveys of the

Bureau of the Census:

Chicano youth and children are more likely than any other group
to live in larger families with both mother and father present.
The median number of persons in Chicano families is 4.39, versus
3.44 for the total population. Over 49 percent of Chicano families
have 5 or more persons, compared with 32 percent for blacks, 21
percent for whites, and 29 percent for Puerto Ricans. Eighty-five

percent of all Chicano families have both husband and wife present
compared to 62 percent for blacks and 66 percent for,Puerto Ricans.
The corresponding figure for the total population is 86 percent.

(Arce, 19/8, p. 79)

.By 1978, the average family size among Chicanos had dropped slightly (to

4.1 members) but was still larger than that of other groups. Moreover, 19

percent of Chicano families--compared with 12 percent of Puerto Rican families

and only 7.5 percent of non-Hispanic families--were composed of six or more

persons (Brown et al., 1980, Table 1.07, p. 18).
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According to data collected by the Census Bureau, Chicanos.numbered

7.2 million in 1978 and accounted for 59 percent of the total Hispanic

population of the United States (Brown et al., 1980, Table 1.01,.p. 6).

The majority live in the Southwdst. In 1976, over three-quarters of the

total Chicano population lived in California (2.7 million) and in Texas

(2.5 million). These two states and four others--Arizona (319,000), Illi-

nois (222,000), New Mexico (214,000), and Colorado (211,000)--accounted

for 91 percent of all Chicanos. The concentration of Chicanos is heaviest

in Texas (where they constitute 20 percent of the total population) and

New Mexico (where they constituted 18 percent of the total population).
1

0

Chicanos are more likely than other Hispanic subgroups to live in non-

metropolitan area: 19 percent of all Chicano families in 1978, compared

with only 4.8 percent of Puerto Rican families, 2.7 percent of Cuban families,

and 14 percent of "other Hispania" families (Brown et al., 1980, Table 1.05,

p. 14). Like all groups of Hispanics, however, they are much more likely

than non-Hispanics to live in metropolitan areas, especially in the central

city. In 1978, 81 percent of Chicano families (compared with 65 percent

of non-Hispanic families) lived in metropolitan areas; of these, 57 percent

(compared with 39 percent of non-Hispanic city-dwelling families) lived in

the central city..

In 1976, 85 percent of Chicanos reported that they came from Spanish-

language backgrounds; the comparable figures were 92 percent for Puerto

Ricans and 98 percent for Cubans (Brown et al., 1980, Table 1.11, p. 26).

Of this group from Spanish-language backgrouas, 95 percent of Chicanos

1. These figures were derived from Brown et al., 1980, Table 1.04,

p. 12. The absolute number of Hispanics in each state was multiplied by

the proportion of Hispanics in that state identified as Chicano, and the

result was then rounded off to the nearest thousand.
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(compared with 95 percent of Puerto Ricans and 98 percent of Cubans) lived

in households where Spanish was. spoken. Finally, 30 percent of all Chicanos

(compared with 38 percent of all Puerto Ricans and 57 percent of all Cubans)

reported that Spanish was their usual language.

Educational Attainment

As Table 1 indicates, the education attainment of Chicanos is signifi-

cantly lower than that of the general population. In 1976, almost one-quarter

(23 per6ent) of all Chicanos age 25 or older (compared with only 3.6 percent

of the total U.S. population) had less than five years of schooling; only

one-third (34.3 percent) of this age group _(compared with about two-thirds

of the total population) were-high school graduates; and only 4.3 percent

(compared with 16 percent of the total population) were college graduates.

The educational attajnment of younger Chicanos tends to be higher than

that of older Chicanos. Looking just at Chicanos in their late twenties,

we find that only 7.6 percent reported having less than five years of schooling.

Of Chicanos in the 20-24 age group, in 1976, 64 percent had graduated from

high school; the comparable figure for the total 20-24 age group was 87

percent (Bureau of the Census, Population Characteristics Series P-20.,

1978).

Additional data provided by Carter and Segura (1979) on the educational

attainment of Cnicanos in the five southwestern states where they are pri-
,

marily.concentrated shows that, through high school graduation and college

entry, Texas has the worst record: Only 86 percent of the Chicanos (com-

pared with 100 percent of the Anglos) completed eighth grade; only 53 percent

(compared with 85 percent of the Anglos) graduated from high school; and

only 16 percent (compared with 53 percent of the AngloS.) entered college

(Table 2). Chicanos fared best in Arizona in that 81 percent (compared with
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3-8

Table 1

Educational Attainment of Persons 25 Years of Age or Older, 1978
(in percentages)

Less Than High School College

Five Years Graduate Graduate

Total population 3.6

Chicanos

65.9 15.7

23.1 34.3 4.3

Source: Bureau of the Census, Persons of Spanish
Origin in the United States: March 1978.
Current Population Reports, Series P-20
No. 339, 1979

11

II

rr
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Table 2

Educational Attainment of Chicanos,
in the Southwest, 1971

(in percentages)

State

IArizona

IICalifornia

Colorado

INew Mexico

o Texas

Source: Carter A. Segura,

Proportion of
Chicanos in the
Total State

Population, 1976a

14

13

8

18

20

8th
Anglos

99.2

100.0

100.0

96.9

100.0

Grade
Chicanos

Educational Attainment
12th Grade

Anglos Chicanos
College Entry

Anglos Chicanos.

96.5

93.8

99.0

93.4

86.1

88.9

85.7

94.8

79.4

85.1

81.3

63.8

67.4

71.1

g2.7

53.3

46.9

50.6'

52.9

53.0

6'

33.0

28.2

16.6

22.2

16.2

IIaBrown et

1979, p. 48

al., 1980, Table 1-04, P. 12
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89 percent of the Anglos) graduated from high school, and one-third (com-

pared with 53 percent of the Anglos) entered college. Additional data from

Carter and Segtira (1979, Table 10, p. 55) show that college completiOn rates

were highest in New Mexico (7'percent of Chicanos, 24 percent of Anglos)

and lowest in California (3.3 percent of Chicanos, 11.1 percent of Anglos).

The educational attainment of Chicanos, and their progress through the

educational pipeline, are dealt with more thoroughly in the next chapter.

Employment

Unemployment is more prevalent among Chicanos than among Anglos. Thus,

in 1976, 11 percent of Chicano men 15 years of age or older were out of wo'rk

and were'actively seelcing work, compared with 5.9 percent of majority men.

The comparable figures far women were 15 percent of Chicanas and 8.7 percent

of majority women (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1978, Table 3.1, p. 30).

Discrepancies between Chicanos and Anglos are even more marked when one looks

at teenage-unemployment. Among 16-19-year-olds, close to one-quarter of

Chicands, but only 5.9 percent of majority men, were out of work and ac-

tively seeking work in 1976; 27 percent of teenage Chicanas, compared with

19 percent of majority females in this age group, were unemployed (U.S.

Commission on Civil Rights, 1978, Table 3.2, p. 32).

Further, as Table 3 indicates, Chicanos tend to be concentrated in

low-level occupations. Relative to the total populatio6,,they are over-

represented in the following occ4pational categories: farm laborers and

supervisors; laborers, excluding farm; operatives, including transport;

craft and kinbred workers; service workers. Chicanos are underrepresented

among professional, technical, and kindred workers; managers and adminis-

trators; sales workers; clerical workers; and farmers and farm managers.
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Table 3

Occupational Distribution of Employed Persons in
the Total Population and of Chicanosa

(in percentages)

Major Otcupational Category
Total

Population
Mexican
American

Professional, technical and
kindred workers 15.6 6.2

Managers and administrators,
except farm 11.1 5.1

Sales workers 6.4 3.5

Clerical and kindred workers 18.0 13.4

Craft and kindred workers 12.7 15.0

Operatives, including transport 15.1 26.6

Laborers, excluding farm 4.7 9.0

Farmers and farm managers 1.4 0.2

Farm laborers and supervisors 1.2 4.8

Service workers 13.7 16.3

Total employed
Number (000s) 91,964 2,556

Percent 100.0 100.0

Source: Brown et al., 1980, Table 4-14, p. 248

aAge 16 and older
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Not surprisingly, Chicanos tend:to have low incomes. Indeed, in 1977

almost one-quarter (24 percent), compared with only 9 percent of the majority

population, were below the poverty level (U.S. Commission on CiviLRights,

1978; Table 4.6, p. 62). The median income of Chicanos age 14 and older

was $5,536 in 1977, compared with a median income of $6,484 for non-Hispanics

(Brown et al, 1980, Table 1.12, p. 28). Moreover, these salary differentials

persist, even after level of educational attainment is taken into account:

In 1975, the median income of college-educated Chicano men was $10,786

(compared with $15,165 for college-educated men); for college-educated

women, the comparable figures were $6,967 for Chicanas and $8,165 for majority

women with a college education (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1978,

Table 2.7, p. 24).

Summary

Because data on Chicanos are often aggregated with those on other His-

panic subgroups and because Chicanos are typically undercounted in Census

surveys or simply ignored by government agencies, reliable statistics are

hard to come by. It is clear, however, that Chicanos--who account for about

three-fifths of the Hispanic population in the U.S.--are a young group, that

they tend to live in large and intact families, and that they are concen-

trated in the Southwest (with the largest numbers residing in California and

Texas). They are more likely than are non-Hispanic Whites, but less likely

than other Hispanic subgroups, to live in metropolitan areas. Somewhat

smaller proportions of Chicanos than of Puerto Ricans or Cubans come from

Spanish-language backgrounds or speak Spanish as their usual language.

It is also clear that Chicanos tend to be disadvantaged educationally,

occupationally, and economically. They are much less likely than Anglos

to complete high school and enter college, though the situation has improved
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somewhat in recent years, and younger Chicanos reach higher levels of edu-

cational attainment. The unemployment rates of adult Chicanos are almost

twice as high as those of non-Hispanic Whites, and those who are employed

tend to work in low-level jobs (e.g., farm worker, factory operative,

service worker), and to make low incomes. In 1977, almost one-quarter

were estimated to be below the poverty level, and given the li'mitations

of the data, the actual figure is probably higher.
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CHAPTER 4

REPRESENTATION OF CHICANOS IN HIGHER EDUCATION

This chapter examines the progress of Chicanos through the educational

system, focusing on their representation, past and current, in higher educa-

tion. It also profiles Chicano college students, looking at trends in their

characteristics over the decade of the 1970s.

The Educational Pipeline for Chicanos

Since high schoOl graduation rates obviously determine the pool available

for college, we will look first at the participation of Chicanos in secondary

schooling, then at their college attendance (with particular attention to

their distribution among institutional types), college completion, and par-

ticipation in graduate or professional school.

High School Attendance and Graduation

As was already indicated in Chapter 3, ChiCanos have substantially

lower high school graduation rates than Anglos; indeed, tn Texas, close to

15 percent of Chicanos leave the educational system before completing eighth

grade. 0
The high school attendance and graduation rates of Chicanos have im-

proved somewhat over time but still lag behind those of most other ethnic

groups in the U.S. In 1960, over one-quarter (26 percent) of 15-17-year-

old Chicano males, compared with only 18 percent of majority males in this

age group, Were not enrolled in school; only American Indian males had a

higher rate high school nonattendance (29 percent). By 1970, the high

school attendance rates of Chicano males had improved somewhat, both in

absolute terms and relative to those of other groups: Only 13 percent

were not enrolled in school (compared with 9 percent of majority males).

U. 4 o,
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By 1976, the rates of nonattendance had dropped still further: to 11 per-

cent for Chicano males and 9 percent for majority males (U.S. Commission on

Civil Rights, 1978, Table 2.2, p. 10).

The high school participation rates of Chicanas are even lower. In

1460, 31 percent of those from 15 to 17 years of-age were not enrolled in

school, compared with 12 percent of majority females; in 197,0, high school

nonattendance had dropped to 17 percent for Chicanas and 6 percent fof-

majority females (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1978, Table 2.2, 10).

According to five-year averages (1974-78) derived from daia.,doi-lected

by the Current Population Surveys (CPS) of the U.S. Bureau of: the Census,

the high school attrition rate of Chicanos between the ages of 20 and 25

was about 50 percent, compared with a rate of 18 percent for Whites, 29

percent for Blacks, and 52 percent for Puerto Ricans (see Astin, 1980).

Looking at high school completion rates among persons from 20 to 24

years of age, we find that in 1950 only about one-third of the Chicanos (3P.

percent of the men, 35 percent of the women) had graduated from high school,

compared with about 70 percent of the majority men and women in,this age

group. By 1976, the rates had improved, but a gap had developed between

the sexes: 64 percent of the Chicano men, but onlY 59 percent of the Chi-
,

canas, in the 20-24 age group had completed high 4hool. The comparable

figure for majority men and women was about 87 percent, with no great sex

differential (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1978, Table 2.3, p. .12).

The Current Population Surveys yield more recent high school completion

data for Hispanics (but not for Chicanos separately). In 1979, 82 percent

of Hispanics between the ages of 25 and 29, and 62 percent of 20-21-year-

olds, had completed high school (see Astin, 1981).:Comparable figures for

Whites were 87 percent of the 25-29-year-olds and 86 percent of the 20-21-
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year-olds. In short, more Chicanos are now graduaiing froth high school than

was true in earlier years, but the proportions are still much lower than

those for Whites.

Conege Attendance

Until the 1970s, Chicanos--along with Blacks, Puerto Ricans,.and American

Indians--were'the invisible men and women of U.S. higher education. Not

only were they almost entirely absent from America's mainstream colleges

and universities, INA also they were virtually ignored in the literature

on these institutions. For instance, at the University of Texas, Chicano

enrollments remained below 2 percent of total enrollments up to 1945 (Fogartie,

1948); only 271 Chicanos received degrees between 1928 and 1945, accounting

for about 1.1 percent of all the degrees awarded by the University'in those

years. As late as 1968, Chicanos constituted only 3 percent of the enroll-

ment at the University of Texas.

The few Chicanos who did attend college prior to World WaT II were often

treated condescendingly (Weinberg, 1977). In the early 1940s, for example,

the University of New Mexico instituted a dual system of grading on the as-

sumpion.that Chicanos could not perform as well as Anglos; moreover, Chi-

canos were completely excluded from fraternities and sororities , 1944).

Folloking World War II, the GI Bill facilitated the college entry of

Willinos who had served in the military. By 1958, "California enrolled

nearTy 36,000 college freshmen of Mexican-American origin, several thousand

MOIre than in Texas" (Weinberg, 1977, p. 341). Despite this overall increase,

San Fernando Valley State College (California) enrolled only seven Chicano

students in 1966, and in 1968 Chicanos accounted for only 2.3 percent of

UCLA's total undergraduate enrollment (Guerra et al., 1970). Not

until the early 1970s did Chicanos begin to make any noticeable enrollment
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gains in mainstream colleges and universities.

Reliable statistics on the college enrollments of Chicanos are sparse;

the usefulness of the data collected by most federal agencies is weakened

by the fact that figures on Chicanos are seldom disaggregated from figures

on other subgroups of Hispanic Americans. Tablea.4, based on data from

Census surveys, indicates that the college attendance rates of Hispanics

(and Blacks) who are 20-21-years-old have increased slightly in recent

years, whereas rates for Whites have remained relatively stable. Data

from the National Longitudinal Survey show that 37 percent of the Hispanics,

compared with 46 percent of the Whites, who graduated from high school in

1972 enrolled in college in the fall of the same year.

Institutional Distribution. The enrollment of Chicanos in two-year

colleges (the majority of which are public institutions) is disproportionately

high. As Table 5 shows, over half (54 percent) of Hispanics--compared with

one-third of Whites and 42 percent of Blacks--enrolled in two-year colleges

in the fall of 1978. Relative to non-Hispanic white enrollments, Hispanics

were slightly underrepresented at private universities and four-year colleges

and drastically underrepresented at public universities.

Moreover, in four of the five southwestern states with large Chicano

populations, substantially more Hispanics than non-Hispanic Whites who were

full-time freshmen and sophomores in the fall of 1978 were attending two,

year colleges: in Arizona, 75 percent of the Hispanics (versus 44 percent

of the non-Hispanic Whites); in California, 72 percent (versus 61 percent);

in Colorado, 38 percent (versus 22 percent); and in Texas, 55 percent (versus

34 percent). Only New Mexico is an exception to this pattern: 14 percent

of Hispanic freshmen and sophomores, and 15 percent of non-Hispanic white

freshmen and sophomores, were enrolled in two-year colleges.
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Table 4

College Attendance Rates of Persons Age 21-22
from Different Racial/Ethnic Groupsa

(in percentages)

Year of Survey

Group 1973 1975 1977 1979

White 41 39 41 41

Black 25 26 32 29

Hispanic NA 21 25 23

Source: Astin, 1981
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Table 5

College Enrollment Patterns of Different

Ractal/Ethnic Groups, Fall 1978

(in percentages)

Type of Institution
White

Groups
Black Hispanic

Public university
19.7 9.7 8.6

Private University
6.5 4.3 4.1

Public four-year college
24.8 30.6 25.0

Private four-year college
14.6 13.5 7.9

Two-year college
34.5 42.0 54.4

Source: Nati nal Center for Education Statistics,

U.S. epartment of Health Education and

Welfare, Fall Enrollment'in Higher

Education, 1978 (Washington: NCES, 1980).
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Data from the 1979 freshman survey of the Cooperative Institutional Research

Program (CIRP) give a more deteiled picture of the enrollventpatterns of

Chicanos, who constituted 1.2 percent of total first-time, full-time freshmen

in 1979: 7 percent of those entered institutions located in the West, .8

percent in the Midwest, .3 percent in the East, and .2 percent in the South

(Astin, King, & Richardson, 1979). Table 6 shows tlie proportions of male

and female Chicanos among ll entering freshman men and women at different

types of institutions in 1979. Relative to their proportion among all

entering freshmen, they were underrepresented at public universities,

at public, private-nonsectarian; and Protestant four-year colleges, and at

private two-year colleges. They were overrepresented at Catholic four-year

colleges (constituting close to 5 percent of the freshman classes at these

institutions) as well as at public two-year colleges. In summary, Chicanos

seem to be concentrated'in Catholic four-year colleges (which tend to be

somewhat unselective) and in community colleges (which tend to be low- or,

no-cost, "open-door," commuter institutions with relatively few resources).

Institutions with Large Chicano Enrollments. Chicanos are in the majority

at thirteen institutions across the country: nine in Texas, two in California,

one in New Mexico, and one in Oregon. Of these thirteen institutions., six

are community colleges, four are public four-year colleges, two are private

four-year colleges (Our Lady of the Lake University of San Antonio, a Catho-

lic institution; Colegio Cesar Chavez in Oregon), and one is a private two-

year college (DQ UniVersity, in Davis, California). Some, like Pan American

University (Texas) and Texas AM University, are large and comprehensive'

institutions, others, like Colegio Cesar Chavez and DQ University, have very

small enrollments and limited resources. In 1978, the heaviest concentration

of Chicanos was found at Laredo Junior College (where Hispanics accounted for
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Table 6'

Chicanos as a Proportion of All First-Time, ,
Full-Time Freshmen, by Institutional Type, 1979

Type of Institution Men Women

University:
Public 0.4 0.3

Private 1.3 1.2

Four-year college:
Public 1.0 1.0

Private-nonsectarian 0.7 0.5

Protestant 0.5 0.4

Catholic 4.5 4.7

Two-year college:
Public 1.5

Private 0.9 0.4

Total 1.1 1.2

Source: Astin, King, G. Richardson, 1979.
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87 percent of the enrollment) and Texas State Technical, Rio Grande (where

they accounted for 85 percent). The largest number of Chicanos (over 9,000

in 1978) attended East Los Angeles College (Brown et al., 1980, Table 3.15,

p. 152). Other institutions with large (but not majority) Chicano enrollments

indlude the University of Texas at El Paso (where Hispanics constituted 38

percent of the student body in 1978), the University of New Mexico (22

percent), and California State University at Los Angeles (20 percent) (Brown

et al., 1980, Table 3.16, p. 154).

The institutions enrolling large numbers of Chicanos differ-in several

ways from the nation's more-than-100 historically/b/lack colleges and uni-

versities, which are located chiefly in the South but are found in Ohio and

Pennsylvania as well. Many of the historically black colleges were estab-

lished over a century ago, some are very large, and several have prestigious

law and medical schools; one--Howard University, in the District of ColuMbia--

is a research university of national repute. In contrast, the institutions

enrolling large numbers of Chicanos, whether independent institutions or the

branch campuses of larger institutions, tend to be small undergraduate insti-

tutions that are less than 20 years old. While many historically black

institutions were fOunded with the express mission of serving Blacks and have

for many years been controlled by Blacks, most institutions with large

Chicano enrollments are staffed and administered chiefly by Anglos (Arce,

1978).

College Completion

Chicanos have lower college completion rates than either non-Hispanic

Whites or Blacks. In a study conducted for the National Institute of Mental

Health, Munoz aneGarcia-Bahne (1978) reported th'at
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approximately 50 percent of ll students who enter the university
system complete their studies and receive four-year degrees. Of

all the Anglo students who matriculate, 48 percent graduate. But

Mexican Americans who complete a four-year undergraduate program
constitute:less than a quarter (24 percent) of those who began.

(p., 2)

An earlier study conducted by the U.S. Civil Rights Commissionarrived at

the same figure: "Only one in four MeXican American students who enter

college actually graduates, compared with one in two Anglo Americans and

one in 3.5 Black Americans (Pesqueira, 1973-74, p. 7).

According to the National Longitudinal Study (National Center for Edu-

cation Statistics, 1979), of the high school graduates of 1,972 who enrolled

in college immediately and who were followed up four pilars later, in 1976,

only 13 percent of the HispanicsHad earned the baccalaureate, compared with

34 percent of the Whites and 24 percent of the Blacks. (These low rates

reflect the fact that many students take more than fou years to complete

the baccalaureate.)

As was pointed out in Chapter 3, in 1978 among p rsons 25 years of

age and older, only 4 percent of the Chicanos, compar d with 1C percent of

the general population, had completed college. Table 7 shows short-term

trends in .the proportions of college graduates among ersons who are between

25 and 29 years old. The proportion of Hispanics has declined somewhat,

from 9 percent in 1975 to 7 percent in 1979. Non-ys anic Whites in the,

Age group were over three times more likely than Hisp nics, and twice as

likely as Blacks, to have completed college.

In a study of Chicanos in California and Texas, de los Santos and her

associates (1980) concluded that Chicanos in Califor ia have higher college

attrition rates than students-in-general but that Ch canas are slightly

less likely than are their male counterparts to droplout of college. In

Texas, Hispanics "have slightly lower attrition ratei overall than the



Table 7

College Completion Rates of Persons Age 25-29
from Different Racial/Ethnic Groups

(in percentages)

Year of Survey

Group 1973 1975 1977 1979

White 20 23 25 24

Black 8 11 13 . 12

Hispanic- NA 9 . 7 7

Source: Astin, 1981.
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average for the total enrollment" (de los Santos et al., )r980, p. 76).

Various explanations have been offered for the high attrition rate of

Chicanos. Some authorities (e.g., Astin, 1978) attribute it to their con-

centration in community colleges, which have low retention rates for students

from all ethnic backgrounds. Leon (1975) contends that

Chicanos withdraw from college because they lack knowledge con-
cerning the mundane, everyday world of the university. This

knowledge has not been previously made available to them in their
high school environment, while other, nonminority, incoming
students usually know "the ropes." (pp. 7-8)

Leon cites examples of a Chicano who endured a racist roommate because he

did not know that he was ellowed to change rooms; a Chicana who remained

enrolled in an uns,uitable cburse because she did not realize that the $3.00

fee for changing classes could be waived; and a Chicana who took an "F" in

a course because she felt morally obligated to continue with it rather than

dropping the class.

Participation in Advanced Education

The transition between college and graduate/professional school does

not seem to be a major leakage point for Chicanos, at least not to the same

extent as the transition between high school and college. According to

data from the Office for Civil Rights, Chicanos constituted 1.7 percent of

the baccalaureate-recipients in the 1975-76 academic year and 1.4 percent

of the first-year graduate enrollments in the fall of 1976 (Table 8). In

absolute terms, the ratio between the number of Chicanos enrolling for

advanced study (9,052) and the number who had graduated from college the

previous year (15,732) was .58, compared with a ratio of .60 for non-

Hispanic Whites. In short, those Chicanos who make it through college seem

about as likely as others to continue their education beyond the baccalaureate.
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Table 8

Graduate/Professional School Enrollment and Attainment

of Persons from Different Racial/Ethnic Groups

(in percentages)

Group

First-Year
Baccalaureate Graduate Master's Professional
Recipients Enrollments Degree Degree Doctorate
1975-76 Fall, 1976 Recipients Recipients Recipients

White

Black

Chicanosa

87.6

6.4

1.7

84.3 84.7 90.1 81.2

6.4 6.6 4.3 3.6

1.4 1.2 1.4 .72

Source: Office for Civil Rights, Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
Racial, Ethnic and Sex Enrollment Data from Institutions of Higher
Education: Fall, 1976. (Washington: DHEW, April 1978).

a
Represents figures for Hispanics weighted by .60.
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A report prepared for the Joint,Committee'on the Ma'ster Plan for Higher

Education in California found that in 1970, Chicanos constituted 5.4 per-

cent of all undergraduates in the California State University and College

system and 3 percent of all full-time graduate or professional school stu-

dents in that system (Lopez & Enos, 1972, p. 70). Theproportion of Chi-

canos among all graduate students in the nine-campus University of California

system increased from 1.1 percentin 1968 to 2.8 percent in 1970. In 1970,

only 1,400 or (2.8 percent) of the 49,788 graduatestudents in California

public higher education were Chicanos (Lopez & tnos, 1972, p. 71).

Table 9 shows 1974 and 1978 figures on the representation of Chicanos

among undergraduate and graduate enrollments in Texas and California and

nationally. Proportionate increases, though slight, show that some gains

have been made.

With respect to attainment of an advanced degree, Table 8 indicates

that Chicanos were represented among Master's- and professional-degree

recipients roughly in prowrtion to their representation among first-year

graduate enrollments. They accounted for only .7 percent of the doctorates

awarded in 1976, however, and for only .4 percent of those awarded in 1980

(National Research Council, 1981).

Summary

Table 10 summarizes the progress of Chicanos through the educational

pipeline: Of 100 Chicanos who start school, only 55 graduate from high

school; about two-fifths of these Chicano high school graduates enter

college, but only about one-third of these college entrants actually receive

the baccalaureate. Slightly more than half of the Chicano baccalaureate-

recipients enter advanced study, and about half of this group receive a

7
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Table 9

Trends in Chicano Undergraduate and Graduate Enrollments

(in percentages)

1974

Undergraduate Graduate

1978

Undergraduate Graduate

National 2.8 1.5 3.5 2.2

CalifOrnia* 8.4 5.2 10.6 5.6

Texasa 12.8 6.6 13.5 7.1

Source:' de los Santos et al., 1980.

aThe Texas data are for 1976 and 1978.

"

4
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Table 10

Educational Progress of Different Racial/Ethnic Groups

(in percentages)

High School
Graduate

Collee
Entry

College
Completion

,

Grad School
Entry

Grad School
Completion

Chicanos 55 22 7 4 2

Whites 83 38 23 14 9

Blacks 72 29 12 8 5

Source: Astin, 1981.

1/4
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graduate degree. Thus, the high school dropout rate for Chicanos is 45

percent (compared with only 17 percent for Whites); the loss at the transi-

tion between high school and college is 60 percent (compared with 54 percent

for Whites); the college attrition rate for Chicanos is 68 percent (compared

with 40 percent for Whites); the loss between college completion and entry

to advanced study for Chicanos is 43 percent (compared pith n

percent for Whites); and attrition from graduate or professional school is

50 percent for Chicanos (compared with 36 percent for Whites). Of 100 Chi-

canos who begin schooling, only two receive an advanced degree, whereas five

of every hundred Blacks and nine of every hundred Whites reaches the highest

level of the educational pipeline. Lopez and Enos (1972. .) encapsulate the

situation:

The relative absence of Chicanos as graduate students in our

colleges and universities is the final stage in the vicious cycle

of the educational underrepresentation of Chicanos which is self-

reinforCing, and not apt to change without tremendous effort on

the part of policymakers. The first stage of the cycle begins in

high school, where the Chicano student often suffers the "dis-

advantages" of speaking mixed Spanish-English, or English with a

Spanish accent. It is continued in high school through the influence

of peers "going nowhere" who often attempt to keep their friends

from going on to college. The pressures of the family, their finan-

cial needs, the frequent parental desire to.keep Chicanos near the

home, and the cost of higher education also are part of this cycle

discouraging the Chicano student from going on to college. And,

even if the desire to attend college develops, the Chicano student

must often survive the depressing effort of ignorant counselors or

college recruiters who just do not have the time to see them all

individually.

The cycle enters the next stage when those few Chicano students

who do go on to college enter the white world of the average college

campus. Computerized and bureaucratic admissions and enrollment

are frustrating to any person, particularly one who doubts whether

he belongs on a college campus at all. Finally, there is the

shortage of financial aid and other student support services, all

working to make the collegiate experience a negative one for

.Chicano students. (p. 73)
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A Profile of Chicanos in Higher Education

The existing data, though sparse, document clearly the underrepresen-

tatio6 of Chicanos at all levels of the higher education system. The

literature on the characteristics of those Chicanos who do enroll in higher

education is equally sparse. Yet such information is vital to policymakers

as they seek to increase the proportions of Chicanos, and other minorities,

in the nation's colleges and universities. The following profile, pieced

together from several sources, cannot pretend to fill the formidable informa-

tion gap; it may, however, provide some insight into Chicano college students--
,

their backgrounds, aspirations, attitudes, and values--and some understanding

of how they have cnanged over the decade of the 1970s.

College-Bound Chicano High School Students

This section is based on data provided by the College Board on students

who, in their junior and senior years of high school, had taken the Preliminary

Scholastic Aptitude Test (PSAT) and the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) in

1974 and 1975. As was pointed out earlier, the National Longitudinal Study

found that 37 percent of the Chicanos who ccmpleted high school in 1972

entered college the following fall. Over half of all Chicano college students,

however, enroll in two-year colleges, which do not requireqheir entering

freshmen to submit SAT scores. Thus, the Chicano sample discussed here

(N=6,800) represents a very select group: Those Chicano high school students

who planned not only to pursue higher education but also to enroll in four-

year colleges or universities. Thus, we estimate that the sample constituted

only about 15 percent of Chicano high school graduates.

Over one in four (27 percent) of these Chicano students (compared with

20 percent of the Whites, 17 percent of the Blacks, and 41 percent of the
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Puerto Ricans for whom PSAT and SAT data were available) attended a private

secondary school. Given that most Chicanos come from Catholic backgrounds,

one might have expected a larger proportion to have attended parochial high

schools.

College-bound Chicanos were less likely than were their non-Hispanic

white counterparts to have taken a college-preparatory program in high

school. Close to one in five (compared with only 12 percent of college-

bound Anglos) had taken some other type of program (e.g., vocational, general).

Moreover, they were less likely to have a solid ,grounding in academic subjects.

The proportions reporting that they had taken at least three years in various

high school subjects were as follows% in English, 83 percent of the Chicanos

versus 92 percent of the Whites; in mathematics, 41 percent versus 54 per-

cent; in natural sciences, 23 percent versus 34 percent; in social studies,

31 percent versus 41 percent, and in foreign languages, 15 percent versus

21 percent.

A larger proportion of college-bound Anglos (13 percent) than of

college-bound Chicanos (6 percent) did not list any college when asked where

their SAT scores should be forwarded. The proportions listing three or more

institutions were about the same for both groups: 60 percent of the Chicanos,

62 percent of the non-Hispanic Whites.

College-bound Chicanos tended to have higher degree Wirations than

did their Anglo counterparts, and male Chicanos had higher aspirations than

Chicanas. Thus, 30 percent of the male Chicanos, compared with 21 percent

of male Anglos, aspired to a doctorate or a professional degree; the analogous

figures for women were 21 percent of the Chicanas and 14 percent of the white

women. At the same time, a larger proportion of the Chicanos (6 percent of

the men, 10 percent of the women) than of the non-Hispanic Whites (4 percent
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of the men, 9 percent of the women) planned to get no degree or°no more than

an associate degree.

In terms of intended major field, the four most popular choices were

the same for both Chicano and white students: health,fillds and medicine;

social sciekes, including psychology; business, and education. For the

fifth choice, college-bound Chicanos named engineering, whereas college-

bound Whites named biological sciences.

Finally, 44 percent of college-bound Chicanos, compared with only 25

percent of their Anglo counterparts, planned to live with their parents while

attending college; this difference probably reflects the more limited finan-

cial resources of Chicanos, as well as their greater tendency to enroll in

community colleges;

Other differences between college-bound Chicano and white students in

high school are revealed in data collected by the American College Testing

(ACT) program. Chicanos tended to be more constrained in their college

choice in that they were less willing than their white counterparts were to

attend a college far from home,.less able to pay high tuitions, and more

inclined to attend a community college (Munday, 1976). These are formidable

barriers for anyone to overcome.

a.

Entering Freshmen

Data on entering freshmen at a nationally representative sample of

higher education institutions come from the Cooperative Institutional Re-

search Program (CIRP), which annually since 1965 has surveyed first-ttme,

full-time freshman classes. Table 11 summarizes findings on selected stu-

dent input characteristics for Chicanos and for all freshmen in 1971' and

1979; thus, not only can we compare Chicano freshmen with freshmen-in-

general but also we can get some sense of trends over the decade of the

1970s.
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Table 11

Characteristics of Entering Freshmen, 1971 and 1979

(in_percentages)

50

\
Characteristic \ -

\
I Father's education:

Less than high sc ool

College graduate \\

111 High sehool- grades: 8+ or better

11 Need for remedial work:

II English

Reading

Mathematics

Social studies

Science

Foreign language

IIReasons for going to college:a

To gain a general education and appreciation of ideas

To be able to make more money

My parents wanted me to goII

ER
There was nothing better to do

,11 Reasons for choosing particular college:a

My parents wanted me to corIP here

IIThis college has a very good academic reputation

This college has low tuition

IIThis college offers special educational programs

My guidance counselor advised me

il Distance pf college from home: 50 miles or less

II Major cOncern about ability to pay for college

Degree aspirations:

IINone

Asspciate

IIBaccalaureate

Master's
/

IIdoctorate or professional (M.D., LL.B., etc.)
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All Freshmen Chicanos
1971 1979 1971. 1979

24.6 18.3 83.2 42.6

27.7 33.6 3.0 12.1

32.4 40.0 18.4, 20.6

16.3 11.8 32.3 9.5

10.6 5.2 15.7 7.2

36.0 21.9 46.0 6.2

3.8 2.7 11.5 6.6

21.0 9.3 29.7 17.7

20.8 8.7 11.7 11.6

59.5 68.5 65.3 78.7

49.9 63.9 66.5 65.3

22.9 29,7 39.7 34.3

2.2 2.0 4.1 2.5

7.8 5.9 16.6 8.0

36.1 49.1 34.9 44.1

18.8 16.6 28.8 20.5

32.6 26.4 26.8 31.9

7.2 7.5 9.0 11.8

50.0= 50.2 83.2 74.0

10.4 14.5 22.5 25.5

6.5 1.8 12.8 4.0

10.2 7.3 18.4 7.6

37.5 36.5 37.0 28.3

25.9 32.3 17.9 30.6

16.4 19.9 8.2 21.3



Table 11--Concluded

Characteristic

IIExpectations:
b

Get married while in college

IIMake at least a B average

Have to work at an outside job during college

II

Drop out permanently ,

Besatisfied with college
/

.

Political ideolOgy:

Far left

Liberal

IIMiddle-of-the-road

Conservative

II

Far ri;ht

Opinions:c
. c

II

College officials have the right to ban persons with
extreme views from speaking on campus

There is too much concern in the courts for the rights

II

of criminals

Open admissions should be adopted by all publicly sup-
ported colleges

II
Even if it employs open admissions, a college should use
the same performance standards in awarding degrees to
all students

,

IIWomen should receive the same salary and opportunities
for advancement as men in comparable positions

Life goals:
d

Participating in community action programs

Being very well-off financially

Influencing the political structure

Writing original works
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All Freshmen Chicanos

1971 1979 1971 1979

8.4 5.1 34.5 28.7

23.6 40.8 73.6 89.3

33.2 23.6 76.9 66.7

0.8 1.1 6.7 6.7

57.0 54.3 94.9 93.0

2.8 2.0 3.5 3.7

35.3 ,22.5 31.2 24.0

46.8 57.9 52.3 55.4

14.5 16.6 11.2 15.5

0.7 0.9 1.8 1.1.

27.8 25.7 33.5 29.6

48.1 62.4 54.7 65.2

37.2 35.2 61.6 58.0

77.5 77.6 78.5 78.6

87.8 92.4 80.0 91.4

25.9 26.0 33.2 34.1

40.1 62.7 51.7 70.5

14.1 15.4 14.4 15.9

13.2 12.4 10.5 14.2

Source: Cooperative Institutional Research Program

a
proportions indicating reason was "very important."

bproportions indicating there was "some chance" or "a very good chance."

c
Proportions indicating "agree somewhat" or "agree strongly."

d
Proportions indicating goal was "very important" or "essential."
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The Chicano freshman was much more likely than was the "typical"

freshman to be a first-generation college student. However, the propor-

tion reporting that their fathers had not even graduated from high school

dropped over the decade: from about four-fifths in 1971 to about two-fifths

in 1979. Conversely, the proportion of Chicanos reporting that their fathers

were college graduates increased fourfold. This change can be interpreted

to mean that the general educational level of the Chicano population is

increasing; it can'also mean that Chicanos from lower socioeconomic back-

grounds (as indicated by father's education) are not entering college to the

same degree as they were in the early 1970s.

The high school recOrds of Chicanos tended to be somewhat lower than

those of freshmen-in-general. In 1979, only half as many Chicanos (21 per-

cent) as all.freshmen (40 percent) made B+ or better grade averages in high

school. Though the proportions performing at this level increased for both

groups over the decade, the increase was more marked among all freshmen than

among Chicanos. In 1971, Chicanos were much more likely than were all

freshmen to feel they would need remedial work to make up for academic

deficiencies, especially in English. Chicanos entering college in 1979,

however, seemed much more confident of their academic abilities. The same

trend was found among freshmen-ingeneral; that is, fewer in 1979 than in

1971 thought they would need to take remediation in college. Either the

preparation given in high school has improved, or freshmen were making less

accurate assessments of their own academic deficiencies in 1979 than in 1971.

'gilicano freshmen were somewhat more likely than were freshmen-In-general

to saythat they were attending college to gain a general education, and the

proportions of both groups indicating that this reason was very important

increased between 1971 and 1979. The proportions attending college simply
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because "there was nothing better to do" declined slightly over the decade.

Freshmen-in-general seem to have become more materiajistic over the decade,
\

perhaps in response to changes in the national economy (especially the

tightening job market): Close to two-thirds in 1979, compared with only

half in 1971, said they were going to college in order to be able to make

more money. The proportions of Chicanos citing this as a very important

reason were about the same (65-65 percent) in both years, suggesting that

the lower socioeconomic status of Chicanos has made them generally more

aware of and more motivated by financial considerations. For them, a college

education has long been viewed as a vehicle for upward mobility in U.S.

society. Finally, Chicanos became somewhat less likely to say they were

going to college because'their parents wanted them to, whereas freshmen-in-

general became more likely to mention this reason.

In both 1971 and 1979, Chicanos were more likely than were freshmen-

in-general to cite the institution's low tuition and the influence of other

people (relatives, guidance counselors) as very important reasons in their

selection of a particular institution. They were less likely to cite the

institution's academic reputation, though the prbportions of both groups

saying this was a very important consideration increased. The special edu-

cational programs offered by the institution were more attractive to freshmen-
/

in-general in 1971 but more attractive to Chicanos in 1979.

The concentration of Chicanos in community colleges and other "com-

muter" institutions is reflected in their greater tendency to attend colleges

within 50 miles of their homes. Only half the total group of freshmen

attended colleges within 50 miles of their homes; the figures for Chicanos

were 83 percent in 1971 and 74 percent in 1979; this decline may indicate

that more Chicanos are now "going away" to college--a hopeful sign, in
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that living in on-campus housing has been found to have favorable effects on

persistence and other educational outcomes.

The lower socioeconomic status of Chicano freshmen probably accounts

for their greater tendency to express anxiety over college finances: Fully

one-fourth in 1979, ond almost as many in 1971, said they felt major concern

about their ability to pay for college. The proportion of freshmen-in-

general expressing major concern increased from 10 percent in 1971 to 14

percent in 1979 (as one would expect given rising college costs). None-

theless, finances were still much more of a problem for Chicanos; and this

difference is underscored when one recalls that Chicanos were more likely

than were freshmen-in-general to be attending relatively low-cost institu-

tions.

The degree aspirations of entering freshmen increased during the decade

of the seventies: Fewer planned to get no degree or only an associate degree,

and a larger proportion planned to get an advanced degree.. Rising aspirations

were especially characteristic of Chicanos: The proportions planning to get

a baccalaureate declined, the proportions planning to get a master's degree

almost doLbled, and the proportions aspiring to a doctorate or a professional

degree increased from 8 percent to 21 percent.

Differences between Chicanos and freshmen-in-general with respect to

expectations about college were marked. In both 1971 and 1979, substantially

greater proportions of Chicanos expected to get married while in college, to

makeat least a B average, to work at an outside job, to drop out permanently,

and to be satisfied with college. Over the decade, the proportions of Chicanos

who thought there was a good chance they would make at least a B average

increased, whereas the proportion expecting to get married while in college

and to work at an outside job declined; these same trends were found for

freshmen-in-general.
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Trends in political ideology were about the same for both groups: The

proportion saying they were middle-of-the-road increased-(though more so

among freshmen-in-general than among Chicanos), the proportions characterizing

themselves as liberal declined (again, more so among freshmen-in-general than

among Chicanos), and the proportions who were conservative increased (more so

among Chicanos than among freshmen-in-general). Thus, the distribution of

the two groups was closer in 1979 than in 1971. In both years, Chicanos were

more likely than were freshmen-in-general to adopt "extreme" positions (far

left or far right).

This increasing conservatism is manifested in the increase in the pro-

portions of both groups who agreed that the cdurts are too concerned with

4
the rights of criminals and the slight decrease in the proportions saying

that all publiccolleges should,adopt open admissions. In both 1971 and

1979, Chicanos were much more likely than were,freshmen-in-general to agree

with the latter statement, but otherwise differences in the attitudes of

the two groups were not great. At the same time, both groups became more

liberal on student-rights issues (with somewhat fewer agreeing that college

officials have the right to ban extremist speakers from campus) and on women's

Issues (with Chicanosbeing especially more likely in 1979 than in 1971 to

endorse job equality for women).

With respect to life goals, Chicanos gave higher priority than did

freshmen-in-general to participating in a community action program; this

difference may reflect their greater involvement in grassroots political

and social organizations. They were also,more likely to regard being very

well-off financially as a very important or essential goal; the proportions

of both groups endorsing this goal increased substantially over the decade.

Again, the greater materialism of today's students may be a response to
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recent changes in the economy, which contribute to a growing sense of finan-

cial insecurity on the part of the individual and thus a growing desire for

such security. The two groups did not differ in the priority they gave to

the goal of influencing the political structure, nor were there any changes

in the proportions subscribing to this goal. Finally, the proportion of

Chicanos concerned with artistic achievement (writing origilal works) rose,

whereis the proportion of freshmen-in-general endorsing this goal declined

slightly.

Summary

Though the findings discussed above give only a sketchy picture of

Chicano college students, they do indicate some important differences

between this ethnic group and the more "typicalt! undergraduate./ Most of

these differeAces are consistent with expectation.

Chicanos tend to come from lower socioeconomic backgrounds, as reflected

in parental income and education, and their coTparative disadvantagement

explains many of their other characteristics: their greater concern over

college finances, their greater expectation of having to work at an outside

job while in college, their greater tendency to attend nearby institutions

and to live at home with their parents, their greater concentration in low-

cost community colleges, and their greater emphasis on the financial rewards

of college and on the goal of being very well-off financially. It should

be pointed out that, over the decade of the 1970s, freshmen-in-general moved

somewhat closer to Chicanos in the emphasis they give to financial rewards

and goals.

Chicanos tend to enter college with less adequate educational prepara-

tion than As true of freshmen-in-general. They are less likely to have been

enrolled in college preparatory programs in high school, less likely to have
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made outstanding grade averages. Nonetheless, the Chicanos entering college

in 1979 were less likely than were their counterparts in 1971 to feel that

they would need remedial work and more likely to expecl that they would make

at least a B average in college. In addition, their degree aspirations were

much higher. Although it is impossible to know whether these changes over

tire reflect improvements in high school preparation or, alternatively,

unrealistic expectations, one can say that Chicanos seem to have become

increasingly confident of their own abilities and that this growth in

self-esteem is a positive sign.
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CHAPTER 5

FACTORS INFLUENCING EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES

This chapter discusses the student input variables and college envir-

onmental variables that were significantly related to various educational

outcomes among Chicanos. To identify these factors, stepwise multiple

regression analysis was used on data from two longitudinal samples: 1975

freshmen followed up in 1977 and 1971 freshmen followed up in 1980. The

latter sample was subdivided into two groups: a "limited" sample, consisting

only of those Chicanos who completed the 1980 follow-up questionnaire and an

"extended" sample comprising--in addition to respondents in the limited

sample--those Chicanos for whom data were available from the telephone

follow-up and from the rosters. (For a more detailed description of the

samples, the outcome measures, and the independent variables, see the

appendix.)

Findings for the 1975-77 Sample

The first sample--consisting of Chicanos who had entered college in

1975 and were followed up two years later, in 1977, at which time they

presumably had completed the sophomore year--numbered 534. Three outcomes

were examined: persistence, grade-point average (GPA), and satisfaction.

Persistence

Of the student input variables, the strongest predictor of persistence

was the Chicano student's high school grade average: The higher the stu-

dent's grades in secondary school, the more likely the student was to be

enrolled full time in college two years after matriculation (Table 12).

Similarly, Chicanos who took a college preparatOry program in high school
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Table 12

Significant Predictors of Educational Outcomes

Characteristic

Persis-,
tence '

GPA
(1975-77;

Satis-
faction

Baccalaureate
Completion

(1975-77) 1971-80) (1975-77) (1971-80)

Graduate
Attainment
(1971-80)

High school background:

High school grades

SAT-Verbal score

College preparatory curriculum

Well-prepared in mathematics

Need help in writing

Need help in study skills

Demographic:

Age

Sex: ,9ma1e -

Family fbackground:

Mother's education

Parental income

Father's occupation: Medical professional

Father's occupation: Businessman

Father's occupation: College professor

Father's occupation: Lawyer

Mother's occupation: Schoolteacher

Self-concept:

Self-rating: Writing ability

Self-rating: Intellectual self-confidence

6,9
70
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Table 12Concluded'

Characteristic

Persis- GPA Satis- Baccalaureate Graduate

tence (1975-77; faction Completion Attainment

(1975-77) 1971-80) (1975-77) (1971-80) (1971-80)

Expectations:

To marry while in college

To drop out permanently

To seek personal counseling

To be satisfied with college

Financial concern

Probable major field:

Engineering

Arts and humanities

Social studies

Freshman career choice:

Nurse

Medical professional

Lawyer

Institutional/Environmental:

Public two-year college

Private two-year college

Private university

Proportion of women in student body

Tuition

Live on campw.,

%

Source: Special ,rialyses conducted at-the Higher Educati:on Research Institute

71.
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Were more likely to persist than were those who had been enrolled in other

curricula (e.g., vocational, general). Chicanas were more likely than were

their male counterparts to drop out of college.

Of the family background variables, mother's education was most impor-

tant: The higher the educational attainment of the mother, the more likely

the Chicano student was to persist over the first two years of college. In

addition, those whose fathers were businessmen had a.slightly greater ten-

dency to drop out of college than did those whose fathers were in other

occupations.

As is true of other college students, the initial expectations of

Chicanos about their futures were related to their persistence in higher

education. For example, those who, as freshmen, indicated that there was

a very good chance they would drop out of college permanently were less

likely to be enrolled in college two years later than were those who said

-there was little chance they would drop out. The policy implication of

this finding is that colleges should offer greater support to those Chicanos

who perceive themselves as potential dropouts.

After the expectation of dropping out of college was controlled, the

expectation of getting married while in college proved to be positively

related to persistence. The implication is that those Chicanos who think

it likely that they will get married while in college but who do not think

it likely they will leave school have a deeper commitment to completing \

their education and thus 'are more inclined to persist.

In addition, those Chicanos who, as freshmen felt they,would need

Temedial work or tutoring in writing and those who anticipated they would

seek personal counseling had a tendency to drop out. Appdrently, these
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Chicano freshmen made accurate assessments of their own abilities and needs:

Those who doubted their writing competenCe or who felt they had personal

problems that might require them to seek counseling may have been subject

to pressures that precipitated their withdrawal.

Finally, those Chicano freshmen planning to major in engineering were

less likely than those reporting other probable majors to be enrolled in

college two years after matriculation. The probable explanation here is

that engineering courses are more academically demanding than courses in

many other fields; because they do not do well in such courses during their

first two years of college, Chicano students may become discouraged and may

drop out.

Only two college environmental variables were related to persistence

over the first two years of college. The first was tuition: Chicano stu-

dents who entered institutions that charge high tuition were more likely to

persist than were those enrolling in low-tuition institutions. One explana-

tion for this finding is that the category of high-tuition institutions

includes a number of Catholic colleges, where Chicanos may feel more com-

fortable and less alienated and which may offer strong support services.

On the other hand, Chicanos entering private two-year colleges (only 1 per-

cent of the sample) were more likely than those entering other institutionul

types to drop out. Why private two-year colleges should have this negative

effect on persistence is not clear.

Grade-Point Average

As was the case with the outcome of persistence, the best predictor

of college GPA is high school GPA: Chicano students who made good grades

in high school were likely to continue making good grades during the first

C4
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two years of college. This finding is consistent with a body of research.

In addition, Chicano students who scored high on the Verbal subtest of the

Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) tended to make gOod grades in college, even

after their high school grades were taken into account. Thus, language

proficiency seems especially important to the college performance of Chi-

canos.

Of the demographic variables used in the regression analysis, age was

positively related to college GPA, once high school grades were taken into

account. That is, older Chicano freshmen tended to make lower grades in

high school than did their traditional-age counterparts; but making allow-

ances for this difference,,older Chicanos made somewhat higher GPAs during

the first two years of college, perhaps because they were more certain about

their goals and more committed to their studies.

Chicano students who came from relatively high socioeconomic backgrounds

(as indicated by parental income and by having a father who was a lawyer) made

better grades during the first two years of college than did those from

lower socioeconomic backgrounds. Parental income probably has both direct

and indirect effects on the student's college performance. Families who

have financial resources can provide their college-going children with many

advantages (more books in the home, easier transportation to and from the

campus, etc.). Moreover, students who are free of financial anxiety can

.devote more energy tortheir studies. A similar argument can be constructed

about the advantages of having a father who is an attorney, since law repre-

sents a high-status and lucrative professior that attracts motivated indi-

viduals.

Three college environmental variables were related to GPA. Chicanos

(like other students) who attended private universities tended to make
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lower GPAs during the first two years of college than those entering other

types of institutions, a relationship that is explained by the higher

selectivity and greater competitiveness of the private university. Those

who entered institutions with a high proportion of women in the student

body tended to make.good grades, probably because such institutions have

an ethos that emphasizes excellence in undergraduate teaching. Finally,

phicanos who lived on campus (i.e., in college residence halls) made better

grades than did those'living off campus (e.g., at home/44-1th their parent-S,

in private apartments). Past research shows that living on campus has

positive effects on a number of college outcomes, primarily because this

residential arrangement facilitates deeper involvement in campus life.

Satisfaction

The respondent's satisfaction with the first two years of college was

assessed by means of a College Satisfactibn Index that was constructed by

totaling the number of items (from a list\of 28 college programs, services,

and activities) which the respondent rated as satisfactory. This index be-

came tbe outcome measure in this regression,analysis.

The most important student input variable related to satisfaction was

preparation in mathematics: Those Chicanos who felt that their high schools

had prepared them well in mathematics were more likely to be satisfied with

college after the first two years, Rerhaps because they had a greater sense

of academic competence and self-worth and thus felt more comfortable in the

college environment.

Parental income was positively related to satisfaction as well as to GPA.

Consistent with this finding, those Chicanos who as freshmen expressed little

concern about their ability to pay for a college education were more ly

to be satisfied. It is reasonable that students who are from relatively

'Y
0
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affluent backgrounds and thus free of financial anxiety should be better

able to relax and enjoy the college experience than are those from low

socioeconomic backgrounds who are worried that they may have to quit.school

because of lack of funds.

Three freshman expectations were associated with satisfaction. Those

Chicano§ who, as freshmen, said there was a good chance they would be satis-

fied with college were likely to express satisfaction after the first two

years. Thus, it seems that simply asking students to predict the likelihood

of a given outcome produces useful and valid information. In addition,

those Chicano freshmen who expected to need help in improving their study

skills were likely to be satisfied with college (perhaps because their

early recognition of academic deficiencies led them to make realistic

efforts to improve themselves and thus to gain a sense of satisfaction in

themselves), whereas those who expected to seek counseling for personal

problems were likely to be dissatisfied (perhaps because their personal

,,problems interfered with their ability to enjoy college life).

Probable major field was also related to satisfaction with college.

Those Chicanos who, as freshmen, intended to major in arts and humanities

were likely to be satisfied with college, whereas those intending to major

in social sciences were likely to be dissatisfied.

Two college environmental variables proved to be significant in the

analysis for satisfaction. In addition to making lower GPAs, Chicanos

entering private universities tended to feel dissatisfied; the highly com-

petitive environments of these instituttons may alienate many Chicano stu-

dents. Finally, Chicanos who lived on-campus tended to be dissatisfied.

This finding is contrary to most research, which shows that living on-

campus generally has positive effects on students. It may be that Chicanos
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living in college dormitories experience discrimination and feel isolated,

whereas those living at home receive more psychological support and assurance

from their families and friends.

Findings for the 1971-80 Limited Sample

- The "limited" sample comprises 315 Chicanos who, when they entered

college as freshmen in 1971, aspired to at least a baccalaureate and who
\

\
responded to the 1980 follow-up questionnaire. Of this sample, about three-

\
fifths had achieved their initial degree goal;\ hat is, had completed a

baccalaurea'te by 1980. In addition, 37 percent,o ,the sample had pursued
\
\

advanced study at some point, 17 percent had earned Oaster's degree, 5

\
percent had earned a doctorate or professional degree, an4 5 percent were

X
still working toward a doctorate or professional degree at the time of the

survey.

Three outcomes were examined in this set of regression analyses:.

baccalaureate attainment, College GPA, and graduate attainment.

Baccalaureate Attainment

Two student input variables were related to attaining at least a

baccalaureate: Chicanos who made good grades in high school and who, as

freshmen, rated themselves high on writing ability were more likely to

complete four years of college than were those who made rel'atively poor

grades in high school and gave themselves low ratings on writing ability.

Since high school grades wel-e also important prediciors of persistence and

of college grades for the 1975-77 sample, the implication is that the high

school records of Chicanos are important to their performance in college.

A sense of competence and proficiency with the English language would also

seem to be important.
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The only college environmental variable that proved significant was

attendance at a public two-year college,,which was negatively i-elated to

baccalaureate attainment. This finding confirms a body of researth that

suggests community colleges have unfavorable effects on ChiCanos (and on

students from other ethnic backgrounds as well). Even those who enter the

community college expecting to transfer to a Senior institution frequently

fail to realize their plans. This_finding deserves emphasis becauSe of the

overrepresentation of Chicanos in comminity colleges. Since manyiChicanos

coffe from low-income backgrounds and get inadequate p aration'in high

school, they are unable to enroll in the more selective aid expensive fOur-

year colleges and universities. Recommending that Chic nos avoi'd community

colleges is obviously not very practical. It may, however, be Ooss.ible to

introduce certain reforms into community colleges that would mi/tigate their

negative impact on the educational achievement of Chicanos. Tpis suggestion

is discussed at greater length in Chapter 9.

College GPA

Three of the variables significantly related to college,GPA for the

1975-77 sample were also significantly related to college GPA for the 1971-

80 sample: Those Chicanos who made good grades in high school and who came

from relatively high-income backgrounds were likely to make good grades b.

during the four undergraduate years, whereas those who attended private

universities were less likely to make high college GPAs

In addition, several freshman major field and Career choices were

positively related to college grades for the 1971-80 sample: Those Chicanos

who, at the time they entered college, planned to majbr in arts and humanities

or in social sciences and who planned to enter nurs'ing as a career were more
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Table 13

Environmental Characteristics Related to Persistence, 1971-80

(partial correlations)

tharacteristics Partial Correlation

Public institution:

Public university

Public four-year college

Public two-year colleges

Private institution:

Private four-year college

Institutional quality:

Prestige

SelectivitY

Tuition

Educational expenditures

A-verage faculty salary

Financial aid:

Grant

Federal loan

.05

.08

-.20

.07

. 13

. 15

.12

.17

.11

.11

.07

'Source: Special analyses conducted at the Higher Education Research Institute.
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likely to make good grades over the four undergraduate years than were

those with other major fields and career choices.

Graduate Attainment

Those Chicanos who, in 1980, reported either that they had received

a doctorate or professional degree or that they were currently working

toward such a degree tended, as freshmen, to give themselves high ratings

on intellectual self-confidence and to come from high socioeconomic back-

grounds, as indicated by parents' occupation (having fathers who were medi-

cal professionals, businessmen, or college professors; having mothers who

were elementary or secondary teachers). Moreover, they were likely, as

freshmen, to indicate that they planned to major in engineering or to enter

careers in medicine or law.

Findings for the 1971-80 Extended Sample

In order to learn as much as possible about the college environmental

characteristics that affect the educatiOnal attainment of Chicapos, we

drew on data from a larger sample of those who had entered college as

freshmen in 1971. The "extended" sample, numbering 13,500, comprises those

Chicanos who responded to the follow-up questionnaire (i.e., the limited

sample), those who were interviewed by telephone, and those for whom data

were available through the rosters, which were completed by college regis-

trars (see appendix). The outcomes examined in this regression analysis

were baccalaureate completion and graduate attainment. Table 13 reports

the significant partial correlations between these educational outcomes and

college environmental variables, after student input variables had been

controlled. Significant environmental variables were of three kinds:

institutional type, quality measures, and financial aid.
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As was reported earlier, Chicano freshmen entering community colleges

were substantially less likely to compleie the baccalaureate than were those

entering other institutional types. Public universities and four-year

colleges and private four-year colleges had positive effects, on the per-

sistence of Chicanos.

Attendance at a high-quality institution (as measured by the prestige,

selectivity, tuition, per-student expenditures for educational purposes,

and average faculty salary) substantially increases the Chicano student's

chances of completing the baccalaureate and of pursuing advanced training.

Finally, those Chicanos who got grants or federal loans to help pay

their college expenses were more likely to complete the baccalaureate than

were those who did not draw on these sources of support% Though a body

of research shows that grants have positive effec on persistence, an

earlier study of the 1975 freshmen followed up in 1977 indicated thatloans

usually have a negative impact (Astin & Cross, 1979). The best explanation

for the apparently contradictory finding here is that federal loan programs

in 1971 had several features that differed from those of federal loan

programs in the mid-1970s. Most important, they were administered through

the institutions rather than through t'ilo banks.

Summary

Certain consistent findings emerge from these regression analyses. Of

the student input variables, high school preparation--especially grade

average--was ofprimary importance in predicting college outcomes. Chicanos

from relatively high socioeconomic backgrounds--as measured by parental

income, education, and Occupationwere obviously at an advantage. Chicanos

who entered college feeling relatively self-confident of their academic

ability (e.g., saying that they were well-prepared in mathematics, giving

82
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themselves high ratings on writing ability and intellectual seilf-confideKe)

tended to do well. Conversely, those who gave themselves lowiratings on

writing ability and who felt they will need help in wrfting tended to drop

out.

The student's own predictions have considerable validity. Chicanos

who, as freshmen, said there was a good chance the'y wOuld drop out permanently

tended to be dropouts; those who said there was a 000d Oiance they would be

satisfied with college were likely to be satisfied. Those who anticipated

having to seek counseling because of personal problems were likely to drop

oue'and to be dissatisfied with college:

Attending a public two-year college had strongly negative effects on

the Chicano student's
persistence, whereas attenoing a private university

had negative effects On college grades and satisfaction. Attending a high-

.

4

tuition fnstitution was positively related to persistence; high tuition,

it should be pointed out, is one characteristic of high-quality institutions.

Findings with respect to residential arrangements were mixed. Chicanos

who lived in on-campus housing were likely to make good grades h.rt to feel

dissatisfied with their college experience,'

3
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CHAPTER 6

CAREER CHOICE AND DEVEOPMENT

As was pointed out in Chapter 3, Chicanos are severely underrepresented

in high-level occupations (for instance, administrative and managerial posi-

tions, the professions) and concentrated in low-status jobs (for instance,

farm worker, service worker). A primary objective of higher education is to

broaden the career options available to graduates and to train more people

for positions of influence and status in U.S. society. Thus the career

choices of Chicano students are of special interest. This chapter examines

trends in career choices, stability and change in career plans, the repre-

sentation of Chicanos in varic;Is fields, and factors influencing career

choice.

Trends in Expected Major Fields and Career Plans

The annual freshman survey of the Cooperative Institutional Research

Program (CIRP) asks entering freshmen to indicate their probable major field

of study and their career plans. Table 14 shows the proportiops of Chi-Cano

freshmen naming selected major fields in 1971 and in 1979; Table 15 gives

the same information with respect to career plans.

The most obvious change over the decade of the 1970s is the greatly

incresed popularity of business, both as a major and as a career choice.

In 1971, business ranked fourth as an intended major and second as a career

choice; in 1979, it was top-ranked on both lists, with the prPportions of

Chicano freshmen naming business as their major field and career choice

.doubling. This shift was flot uniAue to Chicanos; business became mo.re

popular with all freshmen, probably as a result of the tightening job market,

which made college students more career-minded and more oriented toward
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Table 14

Expected Majors of Chicano Entering College
Freshmen, 1971 and 1979

(in percentages)

Expected Major
1971

1979

Business

11.5
21.6

Engineering

8.0
6.8

Biological sciences
1.3

3.9

Physical sciences and mathematics
1.7

1.9

Education

13.7'
11.0,

Allied health
9.2.

7.1

Arts and humanties
12.1

9.4

Social sciences
12.8

8.7

Source: Cooperative institutional
Research Program,
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Table 15

Career Choices of Chicano Entering College Freshmen, 1971 and 1979

(in percentages)

Career Choice
1971 1979

Allied health worker
3.3 4.6

Businessperson
9.4 20.1

Engineer
6.5 6.0

Elementary or secondary school teacher 21.7 9.3

Lawyer
3.4

5.6

Physician
3.2

6.6

Nurse
5.6 3.2

SOurce: Cooperative Intitutional Research Program.
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"practical" fields.

The other most notable change is the decline in those planning to become

elementary or secondary ichool teachers: from 22 percent in 1971 to 9 per-

cent in 1979. The proportions Planning to major in educa:ion also dropped,

though not so sharply:. from 14 percent to 11 percent. On both Usti,

education/teaching dropped
from first to second place in popularity. Again,

this change reflects changes in the job market: As the school-age population

has declined, so has the demard for teachers, and entering freshmen seem to

be responsive to this maTket change.

Between 1971 and 1979, the proportions of entering Chicano freshmen

naming arts and humanities,:social
sciences, allied health fields, and

engineering as their'probable major fields of study declined, whereas the

proportions naming biological sciences increased. With respect to career

choice, the proportions
planning to become physicians (or other medical

professianajs),
lawyeA, and allied health professionals increased, whereas

the proportions
planning to become nurses

drooped, as did the proportions

planning to become engineei.s (though very slightlY). The increased popu-
,

larity of laW and medical professions as
career choices (like the growth

. in the proportions of Chicanos planning to get doctorate or professional

degrees, noted in Chapter 4) suggests that the aspiratiohs of Chicanos are

rising.

Stability and Change in Career Plans

The career choices of entering freshmen are, by their very nature,

tentative and subject to change. As the individual becomes more knowledge-
,

mable about the rewards and satisfactions of various careers, more aware of

the job market, and more certain about his/her oivn abilities and illterets,

that individual's career
choice is likely to change.

87
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The stability of variou5 career choices was examined, first oyer a

two-year period, using the longitudinal sample of 1975 entering freshmen

followed up two years later, in 1977, at which time they were presumably

.entering their junior year of college. Thefanalysis confirmed that fres,hman

career choices are,highly subject to change: Close to three-fifths (58

percent) had changed their.career plans over the two-year time span.. The

most stable career choice was that of allied health,professional: 63 per-

cent of.Chicanos naming'that choice in 1975 also named it in 1977. Since .

many allied health fields require no more than an associate degree, it seems

likely that many of the students who entered college in 1975 had rather

modest degree aspirations that required only shOrt-term training and that

they had realized these asbirations by 1977, received the associate degree,

and ente ed their chogen f[Ad. Othercareer choices with relatively high

.stability rates were computer programmer (57 "percent), lawyer (54 percent),

engineer (50 percent), medical professional (47 percent), and busihess (46

percent).

Regression analysis indicated that stability of career choice (regard-

lessof what that career choice was) was associated with father's education-

and with student's grade average in high school. The higher the father's

educational attainment, and the higher the student's grades in high school,

c. ,

the more likely that student was to nage the same career choice in 1977 as

in 1975. The implication is that more academically able Chicanos from

relatively affluent backgrounds make more 'informed and realistic career

choices as freshmen--perhaps because of greater awareness of both themselves

and the job world--and thus have less reason to change their initial choices.

Over the two-year span, the career choices that became m re popular

were businessperson, college professor/scientific researcher, allied health
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worker, And computer programmer. The career choices that became less popular

were artist, medical professional, elementary or secondary school teacher,

and lawyer.

Of course, the career chOice named by an individual entering the junior

year of college is not necessarily the career that individual will actually

enter. Nine years after matriculation, however, one's career choice has

firmed up; indeed, most people dre working in their careers. The analysis

of stability and change was repeated, using the 1971-80 sample; the results

are shown in-Table 16. The most stable career chaices were nUrse (58 per-

cent), elementary or secondary school teacher (40 percent), and engineer (31

percent). The proportion of Chicanos naming businessperson as their career

choice more than tripled: from 4 percent in 1971 to 15 pecent in 1980;

presumably.many of these people actually had' jobs in business. The propor-

tion naming college teacher/scientific researcher as their career choice

also tripled: from 4 percent in 1971 to 12 percent in 1980; this increase

is consistent with the,fact that about 16 percent of this group of Chicam)s

had earned graduate degrees (which are generally required for such jobs).

The career choice of nurse increased slightly in popularity. The career

choices that decreased in popularity were elementary and secondary school

teacher, medical professional, engineer, and lawyer. One implication of

these findings is that many Chicanos were not able to realize their initially

high aspirations; perhaps the long And arduous training required to become

a physician or a lawyer discouraged them from fulfilling their ambitions.

Representation in Various Fields

This section examines the representation of ChiCanos, at different

levels nf the educational pipeline, in eight major field categories, selected
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Table 16

The Relationship of the 1971 and 1980 Career Choices of Chicanos

(in percentages)

Stability

Career Choice 1971 1980 Rate ' Difference

Busines'iperson
4.4. 14.6 .00 +10.2

Engineer 5.1 2.9 .31 - 2.2

Lawyer 5.4
.

4.8 .14 - 0.6

Nurse 2.5 4.1 .58 + 1.6

Medical professional 6.0 1.6 .18 - 4.4

Allied health worker 3.5 3.5 .06 0.0

Elementary/secondary
school teacher 23.8 17.1 ,40 -6.7

College teacher or
scientific researcher 3.8 11.8 .03 +8.0

Source: Cooperative Institutional Research Program.
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for analysis because theY are popular choices, because they lead to high-

level careers, or for both these reasons. Together, these categories accounted

for about 90 percent of all baccalaureates awarded in 1978-79. (For further

information on the specific majors included in each category and on the data

sources and methodolo0y, see the appendix.)

Table 17 indicates the proportions of the total Chicano group at each

level naming or taking a degree in the various field categories. As was

pointed out earlier in this chapter, at the freshman level the most popular

major field choices among Chicanos were education (named by 14 percent as

their probable major), social sciences (13 percent), and arts and humanities

(12 percent); the least popular were biological sciences (named as a probable

major by only 1.3 percent) and physical sciences and mathematics (1.7 percent).

At the baccalaureate level, however, this order changes slightly; in 1975-

76, (when the 1971 freshmen who made "normal" progress would have completed

college), Chicanos were most likely to get the degree in social sciences

(26 percent), followed by education (17 percent), arts and humanities (16

percent), business (15 percent), and biological sciences (6 percent).

Education wal, once again the top choice at the graduate level: 43 vercent

of all master's degrees and 30 percent of all doctorates awarded to Chicanos

were in the field of education. Among Chicanos earning master's degrees,

social science was the next most popular choice (18 percent), followed by

business (11 percent). At the doctorate level, close to one-quarter earned

a degree in the social sciences, 18 percent got a PhD in arts and humanities,

and 8 percent got a degree in biological sciences. Relatively few Chicano

doctorate-recipients got the degree in allied health fields (.9 percent)

or business (1.1 Percent), probably because not many doctorates are awarded

in these fields. Though the proportions fluctuate somewhat, education, social



Table 17

Distribution of Chicanos Among Major Field Categories

(in percentag s)

80

Major Field

Entering
Freshmen,

1971

Baccalaureate
Recipients
1975-76

Master's
Degree

Recipients
1978-79

Doctorate
Recipients
1978-79

Allied helath 9.2 4.8 5.2 .9

Arts and humanities 12.1 16.3 8.9 17.9

Biological sciences 1.3 5.7 1.8 7.5

Business 11.5 15.2 11.6 1.1

Education 13.7 17.0 43.3 30.0

Engineering 8.0 4.7 3.3 4.9

Physical sciences
and mathematics 1.7 2.7 . 1.6 6.8

Social sciences 12.8 26.5 18.1 23.0

N=15,732 N=3,882 N=272

Sources: Cooperative Institutional Research Program; National Center for

Education Statistics, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,

Data on Earned Degrees Conferred from Institutions of Higher

Education by Race Ethnicity and Sex. Academic Year 1975-1976,

vo s., and Racial, thnic and Sex Enrollment Data from

Institutions of Hi_gher Education: Fall 1976, f19781.
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sciences, and arts and humanities are fairly consistent top-ranked choicek.

among Chicanos; the biological sciences grow in popularity over time.'

Table 18 indicates the proportions of Chicanos among all students at

a given level in the particular major field category. The loss of Chicanos

at each higher level of the pipeline is indicated by the decline in propor-
.

tions: Thus, Chicanos onstituted 2.2 percent of the entering freshman

class in 1971 but onl 2 percent of the baccalaureate recipients in the 1975-

76 academic year, ercent of the master's-degree-recipients in 1978-79,

and 1 percent of the
doctorate-recipients in 1978-79. Relative to their

proportion among all freshmen, they were overrepresented among those choosing

education and engineerfng but underrepresented among those choosing arts and

humanities, biological sciences, and physical scienges and mathematics. ,At

the baccalaureate level, the largest proportions were found among those taki.ng

a degree in social sciences or arts and humanities, and the lowest proportions

among those receiving the baccalaureate in allied,health fields or physical

sciences and mathematics. At the master's level, slightly larger-thah-

average proportion got a degree in social scienceS, education, art and humani-

ties, or allied health; at the doctorate level, they accounted fbT a slightly

larger-than-average proportion of the degrees.iniarts and humanities,

education, and the 'Social sciences. As is also hndicated in the table,

Chicanos were fairly well represented among recipients, of medical and law

degrees.

In summary, Chicanos were best represented in education, social sci-

ehtes, and arts and humanities; their preferences for these fields were

apparent at the freshman level and persisted over time. Though the bioldgical

sciences increased in popularity between the freshman-and the doctorate

-

level, Chicanos were underrepresented among those earning dottorates in this

major field category; they were,also persistently underrepresented among
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Table 18

Chicanos as a Proportion of the Total in Each Major Field Category

(in percentages)

Entering
Freshmen,

Baccalaureate
Recipients

Master's
Degree

Recipients

Doctorate
Recipients

Major Field 1971 1975-76 1978-79 1978-79

Allied helath 2.1 1.4 1.4 .3

Arts and humanities 1.2 1.9 1.1 1.5

Biological sciences .8 1.7 1.1 .6

Business 2.2 1.7 1.0 .4

Education 3.0 1.7 1.5 1.1

Engineering 2.5 1.7 1.1 8

Physical sciences
and mathematics .7 1.2 .8 .6

Social sciences 2.1 2.0 1.8 1.1

Total (all fields) 2.2 2.0 1.5 1.0

Entering Enrolled in Recipients of

Freshmen, Professional School Prof. Degrees

1971 Fall 1976 Fall 1978-79

Dentistry, medicine,
veterinary medicine 1.0

Law

1.7 1.7

2.0 1.7 1.5

Sources: Cobperative Institutional Research Program; National Center for

Education Statistics, Department of Health, Education, .and Welfare.

Data.on Earned De rees Conferred from Institutions of Higher

Education by Race Ethnicity and Sex. Academic Year 1975-1976,

vo s., and Racia , Ethnic and Sex Enro lment Data from

Institutions of Hi her -Education: Fail 1976, -(1978); data provided

by the Association of American Medical Colleges end the American

Bar Association.
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those earning degrees in the physical sciences and mathematics.

Table 19 shows the mean SAT scores of Chicanos and Whites in each of

the major field categories. The rank-order for the two groups is about

the same: The highest-scoring students

chose the sciences or engineering; the lowest-scoring

students chose education. The difference betwcen the highest mean for

Chicanos (i.e., those choosing engineering) and the lowest mean (i.e., those

choosing education) is 267 points, well over two standard deviations. As the

earlier discussion indicated, Chicanos were overrepresented in the two fields

which attraet the lowest-scoring students and thus are presumably the least

demanding. Conversely, they were underrepresented in the physical science

and mathematics, which attract the best prepared students. On the other

hand, Chicanos were fairly well represented in the social sciences, which

fall in the middle range with respect to student ability.

Factors Influencing Major Field and Career Choice

To determine what personal and environmental factors influence the

Chicano student's choice of a major field and a career, we conducted a

series of stepwise Multiple regression analyses, using both the 1975-77

and the 1971-80 longitudinal samples. One general finding to emerge from

these analyses was that a student's earlier choice of a particular major

field or career was one,of the best predictors of his/her later choice of

that field; despite the instability of freshman career choices, then, they

have some validity and reliability over time. A second finding was that

Chicanas tended to end up working in traditionally "female" careers like nursing

and elementary/secondary school teaching. Other results from the regression

analyses are summarized below for five major fields/career choices: business,

engineering, medical professions, law, and college teaching/scientific research.
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Table 19

Mean SAT and Rank by Field of Study

Major Field

Mean SAT (V+M) Rank

Whites Chicanos Whites Chicanos

'..'Physical sciences

and mathematics
1016 1 2

Engineerng

,1142

1109 1018 2 1

Biological sciences 1066 921 3 3

Social sciences .1029 866 4 4

Allied health 958 846 5 5

Business
950 807 6 7

Arts and humanities 930 845. 7 6

Education ____ _884 751 8 8

Source: Astin, Chr'stian, Id Henson, 1977.
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Business

Chicanos interested in, business is-a majo;" field or career choice were

likely to have fathers who were businessmen. They made relatively poor

high school grades (a finding consiftent with the relatively low mean SAT

scores of students in these fields) and had low degree aspirations when they

N\

entered college. In addition, they tended to rate themselves low oh creativity,

writing ability, artistic ability, and public speaking ability. As reasons

for choosing a career in business, they were likely to emphasize extrinsic

rewards: a favorable job market, opportunitities for rapid career advancement,

good pay and fr.inge benefits, job security, and status.

The only college environmental variable that proved significant in this

analysis was livihg at home with parents while attending college, which was

negatively related to a career choice of businessperson.

Engineering

Chicano college students choosing engineering as a majOr field or

career were likely to have fathers who were engineers, to rate themselves

high on mechanical ability, and to say that their high schools had not 9re-

pared them well in foreign languages. They were perhaps most distinguished

by their life goals, emphasizing occupational achievement and material

success (becoming an authority in their field, making a theoretical contri-
,

bution to science, being very well-off financially) but giving low priority

to social service goals (helping others in difficulty, participating in

community action programs, influencing social values). In short, consistent

with the stereotype, they tended to be "hard-headed" practical types.

Chicanos (and Other students) initially choosing engineering were less

likely to persist in.this choice if they attended private four-year colleges:

Since most of these ipstitutions emphasize the liberal arts, it is not sur-
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prising that they have this negative effect on the choice of engineer as a

career.

Medical Professions

This categorywhich includes medicine, optometry, dentistry, and veteri-

nary medicinetends-to "lose" recruits over the first two years of college;

that is, 20 percent of entering Chicano freshmen in 1975 said they planned to

become medical
professionals, but only 11 percent named this career choice

two years later, in 1977. The most probable explanation for this loss is

that students enrolling in premedical curricula (i.e., biological and

physical sciences, mathemJtics) receive relatively low grades during their

first two years of tollege.and come to recognize the heavy demands and work

reqUirements of a medical career.

Those Chicano students persisting in this choiee tended.to have parents

who worked in the professions, to be outstanding academically (Making good

IIgrades in high school), and to be:confident of their own abilities (rating

themselves high on intellectual
self-conffdence, expecting to graduate from

college with honors). As a reason for chOosing the medical professions, they

were likely.to cite the chance to serve society; contrary to the popular

stereotype, however, they were relatively
unconcerned with having personal

autonomy in their work.

Attending a public university located some distance from home had a

positive effect on the choice of the medical professions.

Law

Like those choosing the medical professions, Chicanos
choosing law as

a career tended to haye parents who worked in the professions. They were

unlikely to say they had chosen the field of law for intrinsic reasons:
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,
interest in the field, the opportunity to work with people they liked, the

opportunity to use their skills and training, or a desire to contribute to

society. These students rated themselves high on public speaking ability.

Somewhat surprisingly, working more than half time while attending college

was positively associated with a career choice of lawier. Being able to

keep up with college studies at the same time that one is employed at an

outside job demonstrates strong determination and drive to achieve, which

may be important requirements for success in law sChool.

Attending a large institution or an institution located in the North-

east were positively associated with this career choice.

.

Colle e Teachin /Scientific Research

Like those choosing law and medicine, Chicanos choosing college teaching

or scientific research as career fields were likely to have parents who

worked as professionals. They also tended to be somewhat older than the

average college student, to rate themselves high on academic ability, and

to attend college for such reasons as wanting to gain a general education,

to learn about things that interest then, to prepare for gi'aduate or profes-
.

-

sional school, to meet new and interesting people, and to haVe an opportunity

to contribute to sOciety.:

During the college years, college teaching/scientific research gained

recruits, many of them defectors from initial career choices of lawyer or

eTementary/secondary school teacher. The implication is that exposure to

the college environment awakens an interest in college teaching, especWly

among Chicanos who had high aspirations and an interest in teaching to begin

with. Many freshmen probably enter college never-having considered college

teaching as a possible career; their undergraduate experience leads thern_to_____
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aspire to a career in the classrooms or research laboratories of academe.

Such seems to be the case for Chicanos, despite the lack of Chicano faculty

to serve as rote models.

Summary

r Among Chicanos as among all entering freshmen, bysiness became more

popular both as a probable major field and as a career choice over the decade

of the 1970s, whereas elementary and secondary school teaching became less

popular, probably in response to market foites. Chicanos entering college ,

in. 1979 were also more likely than were their counterpartt in 1971 to plan

on careers in medicine or law, evi.dende of rising aspirations on the part of

this minority group. Moreover, during the college years, the fields of

business, college teaching, allied health, and nursing tended tu gain re-

cruits. Fields suffering net losses included the medical professions, edU-

cation, law, and engineering.' Thus', their college experiences seem to

depress thi aspirations of Chicanos to some degree.

At every level Of the educational pipeline; from freshmen entry to the

doctorate, Chicanos are overrepresented in education, arts and humanities,

and social sciences. The'first two of these field categories typically

aitract students with relatively poor high sCliool preparation, as manifestgd

by their SAT scores. Chicanos were most severely underrepresented in the

physical-sciences and mathematics, fields that are,relatively demanding.

The field of business seems to attract Chicanos with low high school

grades, a poor self-image, and limited aspirations who are interested in

the extrinsic rewards of a job. Those choosing engineering.are concerned

with occupational achievement and material success. The medical professions

and college teaching/scientific research are the choice of academically able

Chicanos who want an opportunity to ser4e society. In addition, thos'e choosing

100
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college teaching are likely to cite ".raditional" liberal-arts reasons for

attehdin-g college.
Those Chicanos who ended up as lawyers (or in law school)

were distinguished by having held jobs while in college. The type of col.lege

attended seemed to have little influence on career choice, except that

attending a large inttitution the northeast was positively associated

with a law career, whereas attending a private four-year college was nega-

tively associated with an engineering career.
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CHAPTER 7

VIEWS AND EXPERIENCES OF CHICANO PROFESSIONALS\

Chicanos (and other minority-group members) who have made it thr

90

ugh

the higher education.system and have achieved positions of status and

influence can Provide useful information and valuable insights that will

guide policymakers and educators concerned with making equality of educa-

tional opportunity a reality. To draw on this potentially rich resource,

the HERI staff undertook three surveys of minority professionals: (1) a

survey of faculty, minority and majority, at 95 institutions,' including

many of those institutions which the 1971 freshmen had entered; (2) a surVey

of minority academic
personnel; and .(3) a survey of minority individuals

who had been awarded fellowships under the Ford Foundation's Graduate

FellowshirOrogram.
The results of those surveys are discussed in this

chapter. f(For a fuller discussion of the
samples and methodology, see

the appendices.)
/

;Comparison of the Attitudes of White and Minority Faculty

Respondents to the faculty survey included 8,305 respondents who were

non-Hispanic Whites and 425 respondents from one of the four, minority groups

investigated in this project, including 20 Chicanos. Thus, Whites constituted

percent of the sample, and minorities 5 percent. (Asian-American faculty

Wto'responded to the survey were excluded from the'sample.) Although the

,
number of Chicanos in the sample is very small, their responses were similar

enoiigh to those of the total minority group to permit meaningful comparisons

with the responses of white faculty.

102

a
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One-Set of questions on the survey form asked res0Ondents to indqate

their agreement-or disagreement with a number of state lents related to minority

.issues. Table 20'shows the responses of white faculty, Chicano faculty, and

total minority faculty. The vieWs of majority and minority faculty most closely

coincided on the queStion of coMmunication between student's of different racial/

ethnic origins: At least three-fifths of all three groups believed that such

communications were,good on their campus. In addition, about two-thirds of the

white and total minority faculty (but only half of the Chicano respondents)

felt that.most faculty at their institutions were interested in the academic

problems of undergraduates.

On the other seven questions, however, the views of minority and

majority faculty differed drastically.. Thus, two-thirds of the minority

respondents, but only 27 percent of the majority respondents, believed

that moist American colleges and universities are racist. Minority faculty

were almost-three times as likely as white faculty to perceive the existence

of racial conflict on their campuses, though the actual proportions agreeing

with this statement were small (20 percent and 7 percent, respectively).

Conversely, majority faculty were much more likely than were minority

faculty to subscribe to the general views that increases in minority enroll-

v3

ments lead to a lowering f academic standards and that affirmaivetaction has

detrimental effects on higher education institutions.

Majority and minority faculty differed not only in their perceptions .

but also in their opinions as to what role higher education institutions should

play in remedying past inequities. Thus, over seven in ten minority respon-

dents, but fewer than half (45 percent) of the white respondents, believed

that solving social problems should te part of their institution's mission.

H3
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Table 20

A Comparison of the Opinions of White and Minority Faculty, 1980

Percent Agreeing with Item Among

All Minority
Faculty.

White
Faculty

Chicano
Faculty

There should be preferential hiring for minority faculty at,this

institution

There should be preferential
hiring for women faculty At this

institution

There is a lot of racial conflict on this campus

Students of different racial/ethnic
origins communicate well,with

one another on this campus

Most American colleges and universities are racist whether they

mean to be or not
,

Most faculty here are strongly
interested in the acAdemic problems

of undergraduates
-

This institution
should be actively engaged in solving social

problems

Increases in minprity enrollments
result in a lowering of academic

standards

=

,

Affirmative action, despite its underlying concern for equality, is

detrimental to the viability of our colleges and universities

/

34

33

7.

64

27

68

45

46

39

63

60

20

60

65

50

72

5

0

64

51

20

66

.65

70

71

9

10

Source: Special analyses
conducted at the Higher Education Research Institute.
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Similarly, minority faculty were much more likely to believe that their

institutions should give preferentialtreatment to minorities and to women

in hiring.

These divergences seem in part to reflect insensitivity and lack of

awareness on the part of majority faculty members; given their advantaged

positions, they are simply less'aware of the existence of racism:and raciaL

1#

conflict. At the same time, some degree of "white backlash" may be mani-

fested in their negative view of affirmative action and their unwillingness

to give preferential treatment to mifibrities and womeii.

Similarly, minority faculty (including Chicanos) were much more

inclined than were majority faculty to subscribe to each of six institutional

goals or',priorities aimed at achieving greater educational equity (Table 21).,.

It should be noted, however, that at least two-thirds of the wbite respondents

endorsed the goals of including Minority perspectives in all courses're-

lated to American life or institutions, of recruiting and adMitting minority

students at least in proportion to their popblation in their'institution's

recruitment area, of coomitting financial resources for the support of

minority admissions and remedial, social, or cultural programs, and of

recruiting and hi.ring minority staff for top-level adMinistrative positions

not explicitly' related to minority affairs. BUt only three in five majority

respondents (compared with abOut nine in ten minority respondents) believed

that minority faculty members should be recruited and hired at least in pro-

portion to the representation of these groups in the student body. The least

popular goal with white faculty (43 percent) and with total minority faculty

(77 percent) was that of creating a high-level, visible administrative office

primarily concerned with minority issues and activities on campus; however,

85 percent of the Chicano respondents approved of this goal..



Table 21

A Comparison of the Values of White an,1 Minority Faculty:1980

Important Institutional Goals or Priorities

Percent Agreeing with Item Among

White Chicano All Minority

Faculty Faculty Faculty

The recruitment and admission of minority students at least in

proportion to their population in your recruitment area
70 95 84

The recruitment and hiring of minority faculty members at least

in proportion to the representation of those groups in the

student body

60 90 87

The recruitment and hiring of minority staff for top-level

administrative positions which are not explicitly related

to minority affairs
67 95' 87.

The commitment of institutional financial
resources for the

support of racial/ethnic minority admissions, and remedial,

social or cultural programs
68 90 89

The inclusion of minority perspectives in all courses related

to American life or institutions (American history, literature,

music)

74 84 91

The creation ofa high-level, visible
administrative office or

other structure which is primarily concerned with racial/ethnic

minority issues antk4ctivities on campus
43 85 77

Source: SpeCial analyses conducted at the Higher Education Research Institute.

4
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In summary, majority
faculty seemed much less aware of racism, much

less concerned about minority issues, and much less committed to taking

steps.to achieve educational
equity than were minority faculty.

-
,

:Perspectives of Chicano Academic Personnel

This survey, directed at minority academic personnel only, was designed

to elicit information about their personal experiences.as well.as their views. '

Among *the 311 respondents were 93 Chttanos. The Chicano group included a
--

lower proportion of women than any other group (11 percent, compared with

30 percent in the total sample) but a higher proportion of doctdrate-holders

(93 pertent, comp-ared with 66 percent of the total sample) and of people

An the natural and health sciences. Fifty-nine percent of the Chicano sample

were assbciate or full profesSors
(compared with 39 percent of the tOtal

sarro3e). .0f.the
administrators in the Chicano group, 10,percent occupied

,

.positions related to minority concerns (e.g., affirmative action officer),
e..

ps

.. .

anel the ..remaindenwere
chief executives, department chairs, and deans. thus,

,

ab;out one-fourth
1).f*the Chicano sample played some leadership role in higher

education. Close to:three=fifths were affiliated with universities, 29

...1, ..,-- .

,

percent with four-ear collsegesi=r4nd only 6.5 percent with two-year colleges.

Almost-half,the Chicano respondents (45 percent) were from California.

1

Respondents Were asked to indicate what-factors facilitated their attain-

ment of a baccalaureate and their graduate school attendance. As Table 22

. , ,-,.

indicates, the three top-ranke8 facjlilator,s-o:f
undergraduate achievement

were: (1) receivingrsupport and encouragement
from'their families to pursue

a college education; (2) being moeivated by la-Idetermination to prove they

could do it; that is, they ,saw college as

having well-defined educational goals60

tinue their education. The last of these

i personal challenge; and (3)

interegis and a-desire to con-

items was Mentioned more often
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Table 22

Facilitators in Educational Attainment

(in percentages)

Facilitator

Baccalaureate
Completion

Graduate/
Professional School

Attendance

All

Chicanos Minorities

All

Chicanos Minorities

Family encouragement
59 66 31 32

Financial aid
38 37 46 47

Educational goals and interests 45 47 59 .60

,Personal ch.allenge
46 38 37 -36

Job/career and economic goals 32 34 45 50

Source: Special analyses conducted at the Higher Education Research Institute.

,N4
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than any other as a facilitator of graduate/professional school attendance.

In additiori, financial aid and career goals were important in motivating

Chicanos to pursue advanced study.

Respondents were also asked to indicate the barriers they encountered

at the undergraduate:and graduate levels (Table 23). The chief barriers to

undergraduate achievement were: (1) financial concerns, including the need

to Work at an outside job in order to support themselves; (2) institutional

indifference, including inadequate academic, personal, and career counseling;

and (3) faculty composition and attitudes; that is, the lack of Chicano role

models on the faculty,-racist attitudes on the part of the faculty. At the

graduate level, financial concerns and faculty attitudes continued to consti-

tute a barrier fOr Chicanos; in addition, about three in ten mentioned family

responsibilities and pressures as hindering their graduate attainment.

Another iiem on the survey asked respondents to indicate what special

problems or respOnsibilities they had as non-Anglo professionals (Table 24).

Close to half the Chicanos cited their institutiOn's lack of commitment to

the goal of recruiting minorities as students and faculty. Forty-six per-

cent said they had difficulty gaining the acceptance and respect of their

colleagues. Thirty-eight percent indicated that the lack of other minori-

ties at their institution put an extra load on them; they felt they had to

be institutional watchdogs and advocates for change.

Asked what higher education institutions could do to better serve

students of their own racial/ethnic background, over half (56 percent) of

the Chicano respondents,recommended encouraging the college attendance of

minority students by developing outrach programs to inform young people and

their parents of the benefits of college and by generally improving access

(Table 25). The second-ranked recommendation was that institutions hire'and
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Table 23

Barriers to Educational Attainment

Undergraduate
Level

raduate/Professional
School Attendance

All -All

Barrier
Chicanos Minorities Chicanos Minorities

Finaticial concerns
61 60 50 56

Faculty composition and attitudes 36 31 36/ 36

Institutiaal indifference
38 33 22 23

Family responsibilitie
.19 20 29 31

Source: Special analyses conducted

/Cs

at the Higher Education

112
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Research Institute.
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Table 24

Problems or Responsibilities Encountered

as.Non-Anglo Professionals

(in 'Percentage's)

Problem or Responsibility

99

All

Chicanos Respondents

Gaining acceptance and respect of

colleagues
46 40

Lack of institutional/professional
support for work

29 31

Being stereotyped and used as

"minority expert"
29 36

Lack of other minorities on faculty
38 36

Institutional enthnocentrism
31 .38

Promotion system
28 27

Lack of institutional commitment
50 42

to educational equality

Professional invisibility
30 26

Source: Special analyses
conducted at the Higher Education Research

Institute.

1.13
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Table 25

Recommendations on Ways in Which Higher Education

Institutions Could Better Serve Students of Own Race-Ethnicity

(in percentages)

Recommendation

All

Chicanos Respondents

Hire and promote/tenure minority faculty 43 43

Provide adequate financial aid 34 , 32

Encourage college attendance of more

minority students 56 42

Promote Widerstanding of minority culture 17: 24
e

Emphasize quality
25 27

Establish/support ethnic studies 4 10

Integrate multicultural perspectives

into curriculum

Demonstrate commitment to affirmative

action

Provide special support services to programs

for minority students 11 13

Develop academdc assistance ,29 31

Offer strong counseling
17 20

Work with minority communities
27 '7 30

Accept and respect minority students 12 19

Orient minority students to college life 15 19

17

32 33

Source: Special analyses conducted at the Higher Education Research

Institute.
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promote more minority faculty, counselors, and adninistrators. Third in

importance was providing adequate financial aid. Relatively few Chicano

respondents thought that establishing and supporting 'ethnic studies, inte-

grating multicultural perspectives into the curriculum, or providing 4ecia1

support services and program for minority students should be top-priority

goals.

Perspectives ofFord Fellows

The third source of information-on the experiences of Chicano profes-

sionals came from a survey of participants in the Ford Foundation's Graduate

Fellowship Program, which since 1969 tas awarded 1,650 fellowships to minority

graduate students. Over 600 Ford-fellowship-recipients, of whom 177 were

Chicanos, completed the survey. Three-fifths of the Chicano group (com-

pared with 53 percent of the total group) were men. Only 40 percent (com-

pared with 54 percent for the total group of minority Fellows) had completed

the doctorate by 1980; only American Indians had a lower doctorate-completion

rate.

The institutional enrollment and residential patterns of the Chicano

Fellows were consistent with the concentration of.the Chicano population in

the Southwest. Over 71 percent (the largest proportion of any minority group)

had attended public institutions for their undergraduate education, a reflec-

tion of the dominant role played by public higher education in the western

;111

states. Further, Chicanos tended to select graduate institutionS in the West.

Fourteen percent went to Stanford; 13 percent to the University of California at

Berkeley, and 9 percent to the University of Texas, Austin. The remainder

had enrolled at institutions throughout the country. Aloreover, 72 percent

were living in the West and Southwest at the time of the survey.

A primary.purpose of the Ford Fellowship Program was to give minority

115
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graduate students enough financial support so that they would have free

choice in selecting a graduate program. The program seems to have achieved

this purpose, in that a large proportion of the respondents, includina 85

percent of the Chicanos, indicated that the fellowship had enabled them to

attend their first-choice institution. Other factors enabling them to

attend their first-choice graduate institution were the offer of a job

(e.g., a teaching or research assistantship),
mentioned by 71 percent of

the Chicano respondents, and the receipt-of a loan, mentionep by 51 percent

Eighty:four percent of the Chicano respondents
(compared with 76 per-

cent of the total group) said they had worked at some point during ttteir

graduate training; and 62 percent of the Chicanos (compared with 55 per-

cent of the total group) said their employment was related to their doctoral

program. Nearly one-half of the Chicano Fellows receiveda loan while in

graduate school, and one-quarter were further subsidiied by other institu-

tional forms of support such as fellowships and
assistantships; these pro-

portions are similar to those for the total group. Chicanos were less likely

than others to indicate that they got support from their parents. or families.

Consistent with the findingsjm the representation of Chicanos in various .

major field categories (Chapter 6), 37 percent of the Chicano TelloWs spe-

cialized in social science, 15 percent in education, and 15 percent in the

humanities; only 9 percent were in the biological sciences, and 60y 7 percent

in he physical sciences. This distribution is roughly similar to that of

the total group.

One-half of the Chicano Fellows reported that they had a faculty mentor

while in graduate school; of this group,_three-fifths reported that their

fadulty mentor was a minority-group member. Again, these figures are similar

to those for the total group.
Apparently minorities are

represented to some
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degree, however slight, on the faculties of the nation'sCesearch univer-

sities. Chicanos were less likely than any other group of Fellows to be

satisfied with the quality of the academic advising they'received: Only

28 percent (compared with 37 percent of the total group and 54 percent of

the Blacks who had attended historically black undergraduate institutions)

rated the quality of the advising as very good. Over half the Chicano

Fellows believed that receiving the award had a positive effect on their

relationships with departmental faculty, but only 30 percent believed that

it had a positive effect on their relationships with other graduate students.

Chicanos, followed ty American Indians,seem to have encountered the

most difficulty, and Blacks the least, during their graduate training.

For instance, about two in five Chicano Fellows reported that deficiencies

in writing skills created problems for them. Chicanos were also more likely

than either. Blacks or. Puerto Ricans tO indicate that they had had difficulty

with research methods, the doctoral-proposal oral examination, and disser-

tation writing. These findings suggest that Chicanos need better preparation

in verbal and writing skills prior to their graduate education.

Asked to identify the most positive and gratifying aspects of their

graduate experience, Chicano's were somewhat more likely than others to

mention interaction with students, including other minority students. Con-

versely, racial discrimination, financial problems, and personal stress or

uncertainty were most commonly mentioned as negative aspects of the graduate

experience.

Of those Chicanos who were employed at the time of the survey (56 per-

cent, compared with 65 percent of the total sample), about three-fifths

worked in academic institutions, 13 percent in the private sector, 10 per-

cent in government agencies, 6 percent'in public service organizations, 5
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percent in elementary or secondary, schools, and 4 percent in research

organizations.

a

t P

The majority (62 percent) of academically employed Chicanps worked in
L

universities, 36 percent worked in four-year colleges, and only one worked

in a tvo-year -college. .As Table 26 indicates; about three-fifths were in

tenure-track.
positions,, but only 13 percent

(compared with 22 percent for

the total sample) had actually been granted tenure. Their distribution

in the various
academic ranks was about the same as the distribution for

the total group of Ford Fellows.

Summary ,

Evidence from Chicano professionals--including
faculty members, ad-

ministrators, and Ford Fellows--indicates
that.U.S. academic institutions

are often guilty of racism and discrimination in their treatment of Minority

students and faculty. Thus, Chicano faculty were more likely than were white

faculty to view colleges and universities as racist and were much more com-

mitted to goals of educational equity. Chicano faculty cited examples from

their own experience of their feelings of isolation and alienation both as

students and as faculty members.
Half the Ford Fellows said they did not

have the advantage of a faculty mentor during their graduate training.

Chicano professionals were
inclined to see increases in the numbers of

minority students and faculty members as the best solution to the difficul-

ties they had faced.
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Table 26

Academic Rank and Employment of Ford Fellowsa

(in percentages)

Chicanos

All

Respondents

Academic employment:

Hold full-time position
79 81

Hold a tenure-track position
61 68

Currently have tenure
13 22

Teach at two or more colleges
11 10

Academic rank:

Instructor
21 20

Assistant professor
55 57

Associate professor
20 19

Full professor
2 4

Source: Special analyses
conducted at the Higher Education Research Insti-

tute.

aBased OP respondents who indicated current academic employment.

119'
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CHAPTER 8

CUIcANAS N HIGHER EDUCATION

This chapter,, based on data from the'llongitudinal file on 1971 freshmen

who were followed'up in 1980 focuses on Chicanas in higher education: their

background eharacteristics, their aspirations and plans, their attitudes and

values, and'their development over the nine-year period since Matriculation.

Only recently have minority women in higher education become the subjects

of scholarly inquiry. So far, most of this research has focused on black

women, a more numerous group than Chicanas, with a longer history of par-

ticipation in higher education. Certainly, minority women share common

problems that cut across racial/ethnic lines: 'for example, limited exposure

to women who might serve as role models for achievement in a wide range of

careers, poor educational preparation at the elementary and secondary level,

difficulty in financing a higher education, and discriminatory treatment

based on racist and sexist assumptions. It is equallytrue, however, that

women from different minority backgrounds differ from one another: in the

historical experienced of their peoples, :in the roles and expectations their

cultures impose on them, and in the cultural values from which they draw

strength and identity.

Much of the literature/on Chicanos ignores or deals superficially with

the accomplishments of women. Moreover, recent bookv'on the Chicana--

for example, Essays on la Mujer (1977) and La Chicana (1979)--concentrate

on her role and position in the family and the larger community, on her

image in literature, and on her personal deve3opment; they touea only lighly

on her educational and career development.

To some extent, research p,ublished in the last five years or so has

sought to refute myths and misconceptions about Chicanas and to correct
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biases and omissions in the literature. Chicanas_have bee'h active in this

effort to set the record straight and to win recognition for the contribu-

tions that women have made and are making within their communities. The

popular stereotypes of Chicanas are a source of irritation to contemporary

women, whose own sense of identity is linked with that of earlier genera-

tions of women and who suffer the residual effects of these persistent

sterdotypes in the way people treat them.

Chicanas seem to place a high value on their role as women, preserving

and transmitting their culture in the face of pressures toward assimilation

into the dominant society, and on the extended family structure that charac-

terizes Chicano culture. Indeed, many seem to feel that role differentia-

tion and the maintenance of family solidarity are critical to cultural

survival. Even though their first allegiance is to the cause of their

f

people, however, they are at the same time voicing their concerns as women

within the Chicano culture.. Vasquez (1980) observes: "Mexican-American

women are involved in dual strategies of attaining equity within the con-
.

text of the family and as minority group membert in the larger society"

(p. 11): 41

As was pointed out in Chapters 3 and 4, the educationil attainment of

Chicanos lags behind that of non-Hispanic Whites. According to data collected

in 1976, 34 percent of white men and 22 percent of white women who were 25-29

years old had completed four or more years of college; the cOmparable figures

for Chicanos'were 11 percent of the men and 5 percent of the women (U.S-

Commission on Civil Rights, 1978). Thus, not only is the"gap in educational

attainment between Whites and Chicanos significant, but also the women in

each population have less edUcation than the men, and the discrepancy between

the sexes is greater among Chicanos than among Whites.
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The discussion that follows is based on a sample of 607 Chicanos, of
4

whom 296 (49 percent) were women. Among all freshmen ehtering college in

1971, women constituted only 46 percent. Approximately half the Chicano

sample had completed the 1980 follow-up Oestionnaire; the remainder were

intervieweCby telePhone. Information on family and high school background,

educational and career goals, and attitudes and values was collected at

college entry (1971). Information about college experiences and outcomes

was collected in 1980 or was derived by comparing the individual's 1971

'and 1980 responses to similar or.ideOical questions. (For further details

on the sample and methodology, see the appendix.) Comparison data on Chi-

cano men and on all .1971 freshmen (of whpm 92,percent of the men and 91

percent of the women were wtlite) will be introduced throughout the discus-

sion as a context for understanding these data on Chicanes.

Descriptive Profile

As was pointed out in Chapters 3 and 4, Chicanos tend to cde from

relatively low socioeconomic backgrounds. Table 27 indicatc, that over

half of the Chicanos who entered college in 1971, compared with only abOLit

one-fifth of all entering freshmen, reported parental incomes of less than

$8,000. Conversely, close to one-fifth of all freshmen, but only 3.8 per-

cent of the Chicano men and 2.3 percent of the Chicanes, reported parental

indomes of $20,000 or more. The obvious economic disadvantagement of the

Chicano sample, especially the women, is reflected in the proportions ex:

pressing major concern over their ability to pay for a college education:.

24 percent of the Chicanas and 21 percent of the Chicano men. By way of

contrast, among all freshmen, 9.7 percent of the men and 11.2 percent of the

women expressed major concern over finances. In short, Chicanos were much

more likely than were all freshmen to face financial difficulties because

t.)
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Table 27

Parental Income, 1971, by Sex
(in percentages)

C.

9 v,

Income Level

All Freshmen Chicanos

Men Women Men Women

Lesslthan $4,000 4.9 5.9 18.6 13.5

$4,000-$5,999
6.4 7.2 19.8 23

$6,0004.7,999
9.8 9.8 12:2 16.9

$8,000-$9,999
12.9 12.1 16.1 11.1,

$10,000412,499
18.5 17.7 18.0 16.6

$1;100414,999
14.6 13.6 6.4 7.4

$15,000-$19,999
14.6 13.9 5.1 7.8

t20,000-$24,999
7.9 8,4 1.6 1.7

$25,000-$29,999
3.7 4.0 0.6

$30,000-$34,999
2.2 2.7 1.0 0.3

$35,000-$39,999
1.2 1.5 0.6 0.3

$40,000 or more 3.4 3.3

109
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of their low-income
backgrounds, and this was particularly true for women'.

On the other hand, as
Tables 28 and 29 show,

Chicanes tended to come

from slightly higher socioeconomic backgrounds
than did Chicano men in terms

of pamtal education: 86 percent of the men, but only 80 percent orf;e

women, indicated that their fathers had not gone beyond high school. Con:.

versely, 8.4 percent of the Chicanas, but only 5.1 percent of the Chicano

men, had fathers with a baccalaureate or advanced degree. In fact, many

of the freshmen entering college in 1971 were first-generation college

students: ,57 percent of the men and 53'percent of the women in the total .

group said their fathers had no more than a high school education. Thus,

the sex difference held for all freshmen; that is, women were more likely

than men to have well-educated fathers. Fewer mothers than fathers'had

gone.beyond high school or attained a baccalaureate or higher degree. None-

theless, once again, the women (including Chicanes) tended to have more

-highly educated
mothers than the men.

This.educational profile indicates that, overall, the Chicano sample in

this study Fame from more educated families tha'n is typical of the total

Chicano population. To some extent, this reflects biases in our sample; but

it also suggests that more educated
parents, in addition to serving as role

models, expect and encourage their children to equal or excel their own

educational'achievements.
They certainly seem to exert a positive influence

on their daughters.

High School Preparation

The adequacy of one's high school education is a major determinant of

whether one goes to college, where one goes to college, and how well one

does in college. Although the majority of Chicanos in our sample attended

public high school, about one-fifth of the women and 16 percent of the men

12,4
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,Table 28

Father's Education, 1971, by Sex
(in percentages)

Educational Level

All Freshmen .Chicanos

Men Women Men Women

Grammar school or les,s 8.8 8.8 42.8 37.2

Some high school 16.7 14.9 26.7 26.0

High school graduate 29.7 16.1 16.6

Some college 16.4 17.4 9.3 11.8

College degree 17.6 19.4 3.5 5.4

Postgraduate degree 8.7 10.0 1.6 3.0

Source: Cooperative Institutional Research Program.

-J



Table 29

Mother's Education, 1971, by.Sex

(in percentages)

1.

Educational Level

All Freshmen Chicanos

Men Women Men Women

Grammar school or less 5.3 5.4 37.9 40.2

Some high school
13:6. 13.2 26.0 24.0

High school graduate
47.0 27.0 23.3

Some college
16.8

,42.6

19.3 6.4' 7.8

College degree
14-.4 16.2 2.3 4.1

Postgraduate degree
2.8 3.4 0.3 0.7

112

Source: Cooperative Institutional Research Program.
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had attended a private, religious high school. Given that about seven in

ten of the Chicanos in our sample had been raised as Catholics, this finding

is not surprising.

Women generally earn higher grades in high school than men, and this

was true for both the .total freshmen group and for the Chicano sample in

this analysis (Table 30). Thus, about two in five Chicano men, but only 23

percent of the Chicanes, made grade averages of no better than C in high

school. However, the grade averages reported far Chicanas were slightly

lower than those fo all female freshMen.

Respondents to the 1971 freshman survey were asked to indicate whether

they felt they would need special tutoring or remedial work in selected

subjects. As Table 31 shows, Chicanos were more likely than were all

freshmen to express a need for remediation in all subjects except foreign

languages. Women (including Chicanos) seemed more confident of their prepara-

tion in Engli reading, and foreign languages, whereas men (including Chi-

canos) seemed mo\e assured of their preparation in mathematics and science.

College Choice

As was pointed out earlier, Chicanos are disproportionately enrolled

in two-year colleges. In our sample, the enrollment patterns of Chicanes

differed from those of Chicano men: Only 46 percent of the women, compared

with 52 percent of the men, entered two-year colleges; 35 percent (compared

with 23 percent of the men) entered four-year colleges; and only 19 percent

(compared with 25 percent of the men) entered universities.

Chicanas were much mbre likely than were women-in-general to attend

college near their homes: For instance, close to thive-fourths of the

Chicanas (compared with about half of all freshman women) went to institutions
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Table 30

Average High School Grades, 1971, by Sex

(in percentages)

Grade Averages

All Freshmen Chicanos

Men Women

A
11.3 19.4

54.7 63.7

33.0 16.6

0.9. 0.2

Men Women

7.4 11.2

53.3 66.1

38-3 22.7

1.0 0.0

Source:- Cooperative Institutional Research Program.

126,
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Table 31

Need for Special Tutoring or Remedial

Work in Selected Subjects,
1971, by Sex

(in percentages)

Subject

All Freshmen
ChicanoS

Men Women Men Women

English
21.0 10.8 33.1 24.3

Reading
12.5 8.3 13.8 7.8

Mathematics
33.9 38.4 47.9 51.0

Social studies
3.4 4.2 7.4 8.8

Science
16.1 26.8 29.9 33.4

Foreign language
24.2 16.7 12.9 10.5

Source: Cooperative Institutional
Research Program.
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within 50 miles of their homes; and almost two-fifths (compared with 23 per-

cent of all freshman woMen) went to colleges within ten miles of home. This

tendency is probably attributable to their heavy enrollment in two-year

colleges (which are usually "commuter" campuses), the financial constraints

they face (which make living away from home a too-costly option), and their

desire to stay close to their families ind communities. Anecdotal informa-

tion from college-educated Chicanos suggests that some Chicano parents'are

extremely reluctant to allow their daughters to leave home in order to attend

college.
1

Asked to indicate the importance of each of eleven factors in their de-

cision to attend .college, Chicanos were more inclined than,were freshmenin7

general to say that a given factor was "very important" (Table 32). A sub-

'

stantially larger proportion of Chicanos than of all freshmenIsaid they were

gOing to college so they could contribute more to their commUnity, improve

their reading and study skills, become more cultured, and prepare for graduate

or professional school.

The top-ranked reason for college attendance among women (including

Chicanas) was "to learn more about things that interest me"; the top-ranked

reason among men (including Chicanos) was "to be able to get a better job."

In addition, women in both the total sample and the Chicano sample gave

more emphasis than did their male counterparts to gaining a general educa-

tion, becoming more cultured, and meeting new people, whereas.men in both

samples gave higher priority to being able,to make more money and preparing

for graduate or professional school. Thus, consistent with sex stereotypes,

the men gave more materialistic and "practical" reasons for pursuing a

1. This information comes from interview data collected in connection

With a HERI study of Minority Women in Mathematics and Science.

130
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Table 32

"Very Important"
Reasons for Going to College, 1971 -by Sex

(in percentages)

All'Freshmen
Chicanos

Reason
lien Women Men Women

My parents wanted me to go 21.9 24.1. 30.5 29.7.

to be able to contribute more

to my community
15.0 23.1 28.9 31.4

.

To be able to get a better job 77.0 70.1 82.0 72.6

To gain a general education and
.-

appreciation of ideas 533 66.8 62.1, 74.0

To improve my reading and

study skills
21.7 22.7 38.6 2

There was nothing better to do 2.2 2.3 1.6 2.7

To make me a more cultured

person
24.5 34.0 39.5 48.6

To be able to make more

money
57.0 41.5 59.8 45.3

To learn more about things

that interest me
64.5 73.9 72.0 83.1

To meet new and interesting

people
36.3 55.3 39.5 56.4

To prepare myself for graduate

or professional school 38.9 29.3 51.4 47.0

Source: Cooperative Institutional Research Program.
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college education, and the women seemed to be more motivated by humanistic

considerations.

The Chicanas in our sample were distinguished from women-in-general by

their greater-tendency tb cite traditional "liberal arts" reasons for attending

college (gaining a general education and appreciaticm of ideas, becoming more

cultured, learningmore about things that interest them). They were also

more likely to say they were attending college because their parents wanted

them to, because they wanted to contribute to their community, and because

they wanted to prepare for graduate orprofessional school. Indeed, 47 per-

cent of the Chicanas, %:ompi-red with only 22 percent of all women, mentioned

this last reason, suggesting that the small proportions of Chicanas who do

attend college have high aspirations.

Aspirations and Plans

Data on initial degree aspirations do not entirely confirm this inference.

As Table.33 indicates, about one-third of the Chicanas in our sample planned

'to get an advanced degme, compared with close to half of the Chicano men

and with 36 percent of all freshman women. Women (including Chicanos) were

more likely than men to aspire to no more than an associate degree or a'

baccalaureate and less likely to aspire to a doctorate or a professiOnal

degree. Among Chicanos, however, the proportions of men and women who

planned to get.a medical degree (M.D., D.D.S., D.O., D.V.M.) wereabout

equal.

Entering freshmen were asked to indicate their probable major field of

,study and their probable career. As Table 34 showa', the top-ranked major

field choices (includihg the "other" category) among Chicanos were arts and

humanities (named by 20 percentas their intended major), social sciences

.132
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Table 33

Initial Degree Aspirations, 197, by Sex
(in percentages)

All Freshmen Chicanos

Men Women Men Women

None 6.5
,
6.6 6.1 5.1

As6Ciate 8.3 12.5 9.3 11.8

Baccalaureate 33.8 41.8 35.0 45.9

Master's 25.4, 26.6 26.0, 23.6*

Doctorate 9.7 5.2 11.3

Medical (MD, DDS, DO, DVM) 6.9 2.6 4.5

_3.7

4.4

Law (LLB, JD) 5.6 1.2 . 5.1 -2.0

Divinity . 0.5 0.1 0.6

Other 3.5 3.5 1.9 , .4

Source: Cooperative Institutional Research'Program.
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; Table 34

Probable Major Field of Study of Chicano Freshmen, 1971, by Sex

(in pencentages)

Field
Men Women

IBusiness
9.7 4.5

Engineering
14.2 0.7

Biological sciences
. 2.2 2.2

Physical sciences
4.9 2.2

Premedical
7.1 5.6

Education
7,5 16.4

Allied health
3.7 4.1

Arts and humanities
6.7 20.5

Social sciences
17.6 18.7

Prelaw
7.1 0.7

Nursing
1.1 4.1

Other
18.0 20.1

Source: Cooperative Institutional Research Program.

1.34



(19 percent), and education (16 percent). Top-ranked among Chicano men were

social sciences (18 percent), engineering (14 percent), and business (10

percent). Besides the two latter majors, Chicano men were more 11kelithan

Chicanes to name physical sciences and prelaw as probable majors; besides

education and arts and
humanities, Chicanas were more likely than their male

counterparts to name nursing and allied health. But the proportions of

Chicano men and women saying they intended to major in social sciences, \,

biological sciences, or premedical curricula were similar.

Looking at freshman career plans (Table 35), we find clear sex dif-

ferences. WOmen (including Chicanes) were more likely'than men to name

artist, elementary orsecondary school teacher, health professional and

nurse as their intended career, and less likely to name businessperson,

doctor, engineer, farmer, lawyer, and research scientist. Indeed, Chicanas

seemed somewhat more attracted to traditionally female careers than did

.4,

-women-in-general.
Conversely,.they, showed Tess interest in such male-typed

careers as businessperson and engineer. There are two exceptions to their

apparent traditionality:
Chicanes were more likely than were female freshmen-,

in-general to say they planned to become physicians (or dentists) and lawyers.

Outcomes Nine Years After Matriculation

Estimated baccalaureate completion rates for Chicaribs and Whites in the

study are shown in Table 36, Nine years after matriculation, only two-fifths

of the Chicanos who had entered college in 1971, compared with 56 percent of

the Whites, had earned at least a baccalaureate.
Chicanos who had entered

four-year colleges in 1971 had the 'highest rate of completion (indeed, only

twd percentage-points lower than the,,rate for Whites), whereas both Chicanos

and Whites who had entered two-year
colleges had very low completion rates.

The completion rates for the Chicano sample discussed in-this chapter were

135
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Table 35

11
Freshman Career Choice, 1971,by Sex

(in percentages)I.
II

,

II

.

II

II
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,-

IIAll Freshmen
Chicanos

Career Choice
Men Women Men Women

.

Artist (creatiVe/performing)
4.9 7.2 3.2 8.3

AllBusinessperson
16.1 4.4 10.7 1.6

Clergy ,
1.,..0 0.2

...... 0.4

ICollege teacher
0.8 0.6 2.0 0.8

Doctor (physician,.dentist)
6.4 2.0 5.5 4.7

Elementary or secondary school

'"teachei.
'7.5 24.8 11.1 30.8

IIEngineer
9.7 0.2 11.0

IIFarmer/forester
4.8 0.7 3.6 0.4

Health professional
,

3,8 '8.8 4.8 5.6

Laiiyer
6.8 1.4 8.3 2.7

,

Nurse
0:3 8.6 0.8 . 4.3

IIResearch scientist
3.3 1.5 2.8 1.2

IIOther
21.7 26.1 26.4 32.5

Undecided
12.9 13.5 10.2 7.0

.

\ Source: Cooperatpie Institutional
Research Program.

II
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slightly higher than the figures in Table 36, since the sample includes a

large proportion of Chicanos who returned a questionnaire, and questionnaire

respondents are generally known'to be higher achievers.than'those Who fail

to comOlete and return mailed surveys.
.

Examining the educational progress of Chicanas fOr whom both 1971 and

1980 data were available, we find that,,of those whO as. freshmen aspired to

the baccalaureate as their'highest degree, approxima/Rly three-fifths had

achieved Dr exceeded that degree objective. Of those who had initially

aspired to a master's degree, one:fourth had attained that objective. One-
,

fifth of those Chicanas who hid initially aspired to a law or medical degree

had earned an advanced professional degree by 1980.

Educational aspirations change over time. For example, four-fifths

of those Chicanas who as freshmen hid said they planned to earn no degree

had in fact gone on to earn a vocational certificate, an associate degreen,

or a baccalaureate. On the other hand, ofthose who initially aspired to

the doctorate, 30 percent had yet to earn a baccal.adreate. It is, of course,

easier to achieve a modest than an ambitious goal, but the women who started

out with high aspirations Were generally likely to end up achieving more than

those whose aspirations were limited to begin with.

Nine years after matriculation, some of ou respondents were still pur-

suing educational goals: Almost two-fifths of th Chicano Men and women in

our sample reported that thpy were working..toward

or degree at the time of the surVey. Some were stili pursuing ihe degree

postsecondary certificate

which had been their goal when they entered col]ege, while others seem to

have changed their goals. The only sex diffetence within the Chicano sample

is that, among those pursuing advanced training,yomen were more likely to

be working toward a master's degree, and' men toward a professional degree.
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Table 36

EstimatOd Baccalaureate Completion Rates in 1980 for Whites

and-Chicanos. Wholntered College in 1971, by Type of Institution

(in percentages)

All

Institutions

Univer-
sities

Four-Year
Colleges

Two-Year
Colleges

Chicenos

Whites

39.7

55.6

62.6

73..3

70.4

72.7

19.5

29.0

Source: Astin, 1982.
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Changes in Self-Esteem

We were interested not only in the educational achievements of the

Chicanas in Our sample but also in their noncognitive development. Past

research (Astin, 1978) indicates that the self-esteem of college students

increases over time-, though it is not clear to what extent that increase is

attributable to the impact of college and to what extent it is the result

of maturation or of experiences outside of college..

Both the 1971 freshman survey and the follow-up questionnaire included .

an item asking respondents to rate themselves in comOariSon with the average

person of their age, on a number of traits and abilities. Table 37 showS the

proportions of Chicanas rating themselves in the top 10 percent on each of

these traits in 1971 and in 1980, and the deree of change (in percentage

points). As the figures for 1971 indicate, the self-esteem'of Chicanas when

they began college was rather low. That 17 percent rates themselves high on

drive to achieve indicates that they perceived themselves as more motivated

and more determined to succeed than most of their peers (many of whom probably

did not go on to college), but otherwise they did not seem to regard them-

.
selves as outstanding.

By 1980, their self-image had improved. On each of the ten.traits, the

proportions rating themselves in the top 10 percent increased over the nine-

\

year span, and the increase way most marked for leadership ability. The

conclusion seems t6be that college gave these women an opportunity to exer-

\

cise and develop their intellectual and social competencies.

Different types of institutions seem to have different effects. Public

universities have their most positive impact on self-ratings of academic

ability and social self-confidence; public four-year colleges, on perceived

leadership ability and social self-confidence; and'private four-year colleges

13L4
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Table 37

Changes in the Self-Esteem of Chicanasa Between 1971 and 1980

(in percentages)

Self-Rating
1971 .1980 Difference

Academic ability 6.2 13.4 +7.2

Artistic ability 1.0 7.1 +6.1

Drive to achieve
16.8 21.9 +5.1

Leadership ability 5.1 16.3 +11.2

Math ability
2.6 4.6 +2.0

Popularity
-2.6 10.7 +8.1

Public speaking ability
3.1 5.6 +2.5

Intellectual self-confidence
5.6 11.2 +5.6

Social self-confidence
5.1 13.3 +8.2

WHting ability
1.6 9.7 +8.1

Source: Special analyses conducted at the Higher Education Research Ins'.:-

tute.

a Proportions rating themselves in the top 10 percent.

140
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on perceptions of academic ability, drive to achieve, leadership ability,

and intellectual self-confidence.
The smallest changes were registered

by Chicanas who had attendeCpublic two-year colleges, although.their con-

fidence in their writing and mathematical skills increased somewhat.

Various explanations can be advanced for these differential institu-

tional effects. The generally positive effect of private four-year colleges

4

.may be
attributable to the small size of these institutions, their emphasis

,

on undergraduate teaching over research and
scholarship, and their warm and

friendly atmosphere.
Further, private four-year colleges often have a

larger proportion of women on the faculty and in the administration, than is

the case with other types of institutions; thus, female undergraduates have

role mode.4 for achievement.
Finally, many private

four-year colleges are

Catholic institutions,
and Chicanas may feel more comfortable and less \.

alienated in such an environment.

But what

\

of the positive
effects of public universities, which tend to

be large and impersonal,*the
very,antithesis of the small liberal arts

colleges? Anecdotal information suggests an explana:!on: Chicanas enter

these institutions_feeling
considerable anxiety over.thejr inadequate

preparation; when they discover that they can
perform as well as others

in thfs competitiye atmosphere, their confidence in their own academic

ability increases. The improvemeht in social self-confidence registered

by Chicanas who,attend public universities and four-year colleges may be

,

related to the relative lack of restrictions and regulations at-s'ucK insti-

tutions, their more diverse student
populations, and the greater opportuni-

.

ties they offer fot the exercise.,of social
skills in a variety of situations.

141



Changes in Life Goals

Changes in values (as reflected in life goals) over the nine-year period

were also investigated. Table 38 shows the proportions of Chicanes, in 1971

and in 1980, indicating that each of eight life goals was essential to-them;

128

the difference between these proportions is given in percentage points.

The most dramatic change over the Rine-year period involved the goal

of becoming a community leader: Top-ranked in 1971 (endorsed as essential

by.one-quarter of the Chicana sample), it dropped to last place in 1980.

At the same time, the more abstract goals of influencing the political

structure and influencing social values increased in importae, especially

among Chicanas attending private institutibns. It appears that with age

and-experience Chicanes may come to realize that they can improVe their

communities by having more power and influence in the political arena. The

materialistic goals of being very well-off financially ahd succeeding in

one's own business also increased in importance, especially among Chitanas

who had attended public institutions. Thus, private institutions seem to

dgvelop the student's'sociopolitical interests end values, whereas public

institutions seem to floster entrepreneurial interests and values. The

proportions of Chicanas giving top priority to the goals of raising a

family, particioati-ng in a community action program, and becoming involved

in prograffs to clean up the environment changed very little over the nine-

year span.

Summary

About four in five of the Chicanas in our sample were first-generation

college students. That their mothers tended toxbe somewhat better educated '

than the mothers of male Chicanbs underscores the mother's influence on her

112
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Table 38

Changes In the Life Goals of Chicanas, 1971-80

(in percentages)

Life Goal 1971 1980 'Difference

Influencing the political structure 1.6 13.1 +11.5

Influencing socW Nalues 6.3 19.3 +13.0

Raising a family 17.5 18.5 +1.0

Being very well-off ffnancially 5.2 14.2 +9.7

Becoming a community leader .
24.7 4.6 -20.1

Being successful in a business

,of my own ///--- 2.6 8.8 +6.2

Parttcipating in a community,

aC'tlon program
9.3 9.2 -0.1

BeComing involved in programs to

clean up the environment 13.0 11.0 -2.0

Source:' Special analyses conducted at the Higher Education Research Insti-

tute.

a Proportions indicating goal was essential to them.
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daughter's aspirations and achievements.
Over three-fourths made A or B

averages in high school. Nonetheless a substantial proportion felt they

needed remediation in mathematics, science, and English.

Chicanas were especially likely to cite as reasons for going to college

such traditional
liberal-arts goals as learning more about interesting sub-:

jects, gaining a general knowledge and appreciation of ideas, and becoming

more cultured; a substantial proportion also wanted to improve their reading

and study skill& and to be able o antribute to their community.

The Chicanas in our sample were Somewhat less likely than were their

male counterparts to enroll in comMunity colle s and slightly more likely

to enter four-year colleges4 They tended to go to institutions close to

hone.

One-third.entered college planning to get an advanced degree. By the

time of the follow-up survey in 1980, about'three-fifths of those initially

aspiring,to the baccalaureite had attained it; about one-fourth of those

planning on a master's degree had received that degree; and one-fifth of

those aspiring to professional degrees had realized those goals. Obviously,

attainment has fallen short of actual achievement.
Nonetheless, about one-

third of the sample reported that they were still working toward a degree,

so their eventual attainment rates may be higher.

Chicamas tended to be somewhat traditional in their major field and

career choices, though they were more likely than female freshnen-in-general

to.aspire to law 'and medical degrees.

Over time, the self-esteem of college-going Chicanas increased markedly,-

especially insofar as self-ratings of leadership ability, popularity, social

self-confidence, writing ability, and academic ability are concerned. Pri-

vate four-year colleges seem to have the most positive effects on self-esteem.
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Similarly, life goals changed over tiMe. The proportions of Chicanas

giving high priority to the goal of becOming a community 1eac4r-dropped

/

sharply, whereas the proportions wanting to influence social values, in-

/
fluence the political

structure, be very well-off financially, and be

successful in their oWil business/increased.
We cannot say with certainty

that these changes in goals are attributable to the college experience; they

may be a result of maturatiOn or of experiences outside of college. None-

theless, they are suggestive of the difference that college can make.

One can only hope,that more Chicanas will enter college and realize

their educational aspirations, thus increasing their sense,of self-worth,

their status within the family, and their ability to serve as leaders and

active paTticipants
thi-r own communities.
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CHAPTER 9

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following summary highlights the major points from this report on

Chicanos in higher education.

Background Information

o Because statistics on Chicanos are often aggregated with statistics

on other Hispanic subgroups, and because Chicanos are typically

undercounted in,Census surveys or simply ignored by government

agencies, it is difficult to find reliable data on the Chicano

population.

Chicanos,numbered an estimated 7.2 million in 1978 and accounted

for approximately three-fifths of the total Hispanic population in

the United States. They are concentrated in six states: California,

Texas, Arizona, Illinois, New Mexico, and Colorado. They, are more

likely than non-Hispanics, but less likely than other: Hispanic sub-

groups, to live_in metropolitan areas.

o Chicanos are a young group (median age in 1978, 21.3 years) and tend

to live in large, intact familtes (median size in 1978, 4.1 members).

Though the-friajority come from Spanish-language backgrounds,only

_three in ten speak Spanish as their usual language.

o Chicanos tend.to be disadvantaged economically. Their unemployment

rates are higher than those of non-Hispanic Whites, and they tend

to work in low-level jobs, especially in blue-collar, farm labor,

and service occupations.
Their incomes tend to be low; in 1977,

close to one-quarter weYe below the poverty level.

1,
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academic subjects. Their degree aspirations were higher than those

of majority students, their major-field preferences were about the

same, but their college choice was more constrained by financial and

faMily considerations:

o Chicano freshmen entered college with somewhat lower high school

grade averages than freshmen-in-general. In addition, Chicano

freshmen were more likely to be first-generation college students,

to feel they would need remediation to compensate for academic

deficiencies, to say they were attending college in order to gain

a general education and to be able to make more money, to choose

their particular institutions for its low tuition or on the advice

of other people (relatives, guidance counselors), to attend a college

within 50 miles of their homes, and to express major concern about

their ability to pay for a college education. In addition, sub-
\

stantially larger proportions of Chica'nos than of freshmen-in-general'

expected to get married while in college, to make at least a B

average in college, to work at an outside job, to drop out per-

manently, and to be satisfied with college. Their opinions,on

current issues did not differ greatly from those of other freshmen,

except that they were more likely to say that all public colleges

should adopt open admissions. They tended to give higher priority

to ths.,., life goals of participating in a community action program

and being very well-off financially.

o Over the decade of the seventies, Chicanos entering the nation's

colleges and universities changed in various ways. For instance,

1979 Chicano freshmen were more likely than were their counterparts

in 1971 to have
col.lege-edkated fathers, to make high grade averages
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Representation in the Educational Pi eline

co Many Chicanos never complete secondary school. Though the high sChool

attrition rate has been
dropping.in-recent yea-rs, it still runs between

45 and 50.percent.

0 0 In 1971, about two in five Chicano high school graduates entered col-

lege immediately. However, Chicanos are disproportionately enrolled

in public two-year colleges and dnderrepresented in universities and

four-year colleges (except for Catholic-controlled institutions).

From one-fourth to one-third of Chicano college entrants actually

complete a baccalaureate. ThiS high attrition rate is attributable

in large oak to the overrepresentation of Chicanos in community

colleges, which have been found to negatively affect student per-

sistence.

o The transition between college and graduate/professional school

does not seem to represent as serious a leakage point for Chicanos

as does the transition between high school and college: The pro-

proportion of college graduates enrolling for advanced study was

roughly the same for Chicanos as for Whites.

o The proportion of Chicanos among master's- and professional-degree-

recipients is roughly the same as their proportion among first-year

graduate enrollments, but their rate of doctorate attainment is

substantially lower than that for Whites.

Profile of Chicano Students

o Among college-bound high school juniors and seniors in the mid-

1970s, Chicanos were more likely than were non-Hispanic Whites to

have attended private secondary schools but less likely to have

taken a college-preparatory program or to be well-grounded in

1



in high school, to feel confident of their preparation in acaderriic

subjects, to choose their institution because of the special programs

it offered,:to attend a college more than 50 miles from home, to

aspire to an advanced degree, to characterize, their political

orientation as "middle-of-the-road" or conservative rather than

liberal, and to give high priority to the life goals of being very
'-

well-off financially and writing original works. Many of these same

trends were apparent among freshmen-in-general.

Factors Influencing Educational Outcomes

o Secondary school preparation--as indicated by grade average, enroll-

ment in a college preparatory program, and development of verbal

skills--seems to be a major factor in the college achievement of

Chicanos.

o Chicanos from high socioeconomic backgrounds--as indicated by par-

ental income and occupation and by mother's educational attainment--

are more succeSsi,ul in college than do those from lower socioeconomic

backgrounds. Having parents who work in relatively high-level

occupations is related to graduate atta nment, as is intellectual

self-confidence.

o The student's own
predictions--about t e likelihood of dropping

out, being satisfied With college, ancFneeding personal counselirig--

are related to subsequent behavior.

o Chicanos who attend public or private two-year colleges were likely

to drop out; those who attend private universities are likely to

make low grade averages and to feel dissatisfied with college; and

those who attend high-quality institutions (as indicated by ores-
.

tige, selectivity, tuition, per-student educational expenditures,

a
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and faculty salary) are li'kely to persisi.

Career Choice and Develo ment

AiOng Chicanos as among-all entering freshmen, business -becatrie a,

more popular4career-choice during the 1970s, whereas'teaching

declined in 'popularity. In addition, the proportions of 6hicano

freshmen planing to become'physicians, lawyersor.alljed health

- professionals increased. ,

o Close to three.in.five Chicanos changed their career choice between

the freshman and the jUnior yearbf college. 'The careers of

businessperson,.college professor, allied health worker, sand corn-
.

puter programmer:became more popular; the careers of artist, medical
,

professional, elementary or secondary school -teacher,.and-fawyer

became less popular.

o. At every level of higher education, Chicanos art--overrepresented in

the fields of education, social sciences, and arts and humanities;

they are underrepresented in the physical.sciences and mathematics

and in the biological sciences. Chicanos are also fairly well

_represented among recipients of law and medical degrees.

Chicano Professionals

o On questions related to minority-issmes, the views of Chicano (and

or

other minori6y) faculty contrast sharply with the views of white

faculty: Minority faculty were much more likely to perceive U.S.

colleges and universities as raciS'fand to believe that institu-

tions should take positive action to remedy social inequity.

b Chicano academic personnel emphasized family support, personal

challenge, financial aid, and educational and career goals as moti-

vating factors in their undergraduate and graduate-study.

I5u
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o Financial concern, institutional indifference, and faculty composi-
-

tion and attitude's were
perceived,as barriers to educational attain-

ment by Chicanos.

o As non-Anglo professionals, Chicano academic personnel felt they

faced special problems, including lack of institutional commitment

to recruiting minority students, difficulty in gaining acceptanoe

and respect from their
colleagues: and the extra duties and obliga-

tions they carried as minority-group members. They .believed that

higher education institutions shobld recrutt-65re-6icano students

and faculty and provide more financial aid.'

Chicanos who had participated in the,Ford Foundation's Graduate

Fellowship Program were enabled td attend their first-chuiceisti-
,

tution. They'majoriiy had worked at some Writ during their graduate

training. Only half had a faculty mentor during'graduate study.

They encountered proNems because of'deficiencies in writing skills.

Racial discrimination, financial problems, and sAress were also

negative aspects of the graduate experience. About three-fifths of

those Chicano Ford Fellows who are currently employed work in

academic institutions.

Chicanas f.
About four in five Chicanas were firq-generation college students.

They tended toenroll in institutions close to home but were more

likely than Chicano men to enroll in four-year colleges.and less

likely to attend two-year colleges.

o A substantial proportion of Chicanas felt they needed remediation

in various subjects, especially English.
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o The career choices of Chicanas tended to be traditional and sex-

stereotyped, though they were somewhat mire likely than were female

,freshmen-in-general to aspire to law and medical degrees,

o The self-esteem of Chicanas improved over time, with larger pro-

II
, portions in 1980 than in 1971 rating themselves high on leadership

.

1

I.

ability, social self-confidence,writing ability, popularity, and

academic ability. Private four-year colleges seem tO have the

most positive effects.

o Similarly, life goals changed over time. Nine years after matricu-

lation, Chicapas were much less likely to give high priority to

becoming a community leader but more likely'to value influencing

social values and the political structure, being very well-off

financially, and being successful in their own buSiness.

Recommendations

The recommendations that follow are abstracted from the recommendations

formulated by the Commission and presented in the Commission's final report.

Precollegiate Education

The Commission recommends:

1. That school counselors and teachers make special efforts to assist

minority students in understanding the relationship between their edu-

cation and their future careers and other life options.

2. That secondary school counselors and teachers encourage minority students

to enroll in college preparatory curricula and to take courses in

mathematics;lanquages, natural science, and social science.
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3. That schools routinely test new
and continuing students as a basis for

undertaking any remedial efforts that may be required to correct for

for the effects of earlier'educational deficiencies.

4. That Secondary school teachers and administrators, working in close

collOoration wi,th faculty from nearby colleges and universities, define

those intellectual competencies that are crucial to effective perfor-

mance in college and develop tests to measure such competencies.

5. That such tests be administered on a repeated "before" and "after"

basis to assess student progress.and program effectiveness, in

accordance with the "value-added" model .

6. That the results of such periodic testi'ng and retesting be a major element

'in the accoun.4ability of school teachers and administrators; those who

are demonstrably effective in assisting minority students should be more

'adequately compensated.

7. That the school leadership make greater efforts to ascertain and respond

to the C'oncerns of minority parents,.to
involve them in the operatton of

the schools,and to assist them in understanding the objectivps,'procedures,

and practices of the schools.

8. That the per-student formula now used to allocate4resources.among public

elementary and secondary schools within a school district be revised so

that predominantly minority schools receive a greater share of these

resources, some of which shou d be used to develop rigorous academic

programs and associate ort services for their students.

9. That higicer education
itiohs, schools, and departments concerned

wAh the training of tary and secondary school teachers develop

stronger academic.programs
designed, among other things, to increase the

prospective teacher's awareness of and sensitivity to minority cultures

and values.

,153
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Community Colleges

The Commission recommends:

1. That community colleges revitalize their transfer
function by estab-

lishing as one option a-'transfer,college-within-a-college,"
wherein

all those students aspiring to a baccalaureate can be brought together

and expOsed to the same kinds of intensive educational and extracurricular

experiences as are commonly available to students at residential insti-

tutions.' Funding
formulas may have to be revised to strengthen the

"college-within-a-'college."

2. That the transfer program staffs of community colleges work closely with

their counterparts at senior institutions to improve articulation.

3. That transfer program within community colleges offer intensive reme-

diation and academic counseling. ,

4. That senior institutions make more effort to facilitate the transfer of

\

community college graduates by setting aside an appropriate amount of

financial aid for these students and by offering orientation and counseling

to meet their special needs.

5. That in areas where senior institutions ana community colleges are

located close to one another, young people aspiring to a baccalaureate

be encouraged to enroll in the senior institution, without prejudice to

the continuing
opportunity of students in two-year college who may wish

to transfer to the senior institution.

154
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,

Academic and Personal Support Services

-

The Commission recommends:

I. That colleges and universities strengthen their efforts to help under-
.

prepared ininority students improve their study habits and develop their

basic skills by Offering tutoring, developmental courses,.and academic

counseling. Such efforts will not only benefit the individual student

but will also help institutions financially by reducin student attrition rates.

2. That colleges and universities provide resources to establish.centers

.cihere minority students can meet together for social and_educational

exchanges. Such centers can promote a sense of community, can help new

students learn about the system, and can foster Icultural identity,

pride, and strength in such a way that minority students will be able

to challenge as well as to enrich and broaden tbe traditional values of

the institution.

3. That minority students themselves, as well as local minority communities,

be used as a resource in providing leadership and initiatives for the

organization of such academic and personal support services and that

they be given a responsible roJe in decisions concerning their operation

and management.

4. That the trustees, administrators, and faculties of colleges and univer-

sities give strong and visible support for the development ofeethnic

studies programs, so that the perspectives Oded by

such programs will be available for the benefit of all students, minority

and'majarity.
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Th Commission recommends:

1. at, whenever possible, students with significant financial need be given

al in the form of grants ratheT than loans.

2. That ftudents be given enough aid so that they do not need to work more

than h lf time.

3. That if student§ are given financial aid in the form of work-study

sVpport, it be packaged in such a way that they work less than half

time anci, whenever possible, at on-campus jobs.

4. That federal and state legislators and policymakers support expanded

grant and work-study prograas.

Bilingualism

,The Commission reommends:

1. That federal and state policymakers examine the gokls and

outcomes iSsociated with current bilingual education policy

and practice, recognizing that no child should be forced to

choose between educational opportunity and cultural identity.

11
2. That along with pedagogical consider-d-tions the historical

(

1
and juridical facts supporting group claims to language

rights and cultural continuity should be kept clearly in

view in these assessments. ,The right of national minorities

.to establish language and cultural objectives for themselves,

-

should be recognized in public policy and processes fostered

through which informed and responsible decisions concerning

,
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language and e u ation can be made by the communities

concerned.

3. That colleges and universities more actively promote the

br6ad gauged, interdisciplinary, and historically grounded'

research.hecessary to inform a more rational, efficacious

and humabe national.policy concerning language and education.

4 That elementary and secondary schools provide the instructional

services and resources necessary to.maintain and develop

the language skills of children who enter school speaking

Spanish or an Indian language if these students or their

parents raguest.such services. This recommendation in

no way relieves the schools of their responsibility for

providing these students with a full command of English.

5. That researchers seek to identify the instructional methods,

materials, and programs, at both the precollegiate and

postsecondary levels, that contribute to student performance

in school and promote the development of bilingual skills.

6. That researchers seek to identify the barriers faced by

college Students whose command of English is limited as a

result of poor instruction in the elementary and secondary

schools or of recent migration to this country and to

explore ways in which the educational achievetent of these

students'Can be facilitated.. The lack of research related

to the needs and experiences of bilingual college students

frustrated the Commission's efforts to understand the

dynamics of bilingualism at the postsecondary level.
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7. That postsecondary educators recognize thei r responsibility

for and commit themselves to furthering'the development

.

,

of bilingual skills among college students and, through

IF

,

their role as teacher tra:i_ners support and improve the job
,

I.

1

training of teaChers already working at the elementary and

secondary levels.

8. That colleges and universities acknowledge and utilize

the linguistic talents of bilingual students by providing

them with the training and opportunities to work part-time

on community liaison and on student recruitment and orien-

tation programs, by employing upper-division or graduate

students to provide academic tutoring and personal counseling

fc4 new bilingual students who need such services, and by

hiring, and training students as tutors and teaching assistants

in foreign language courses and'as research assistants on

projects concerned with studying language-related issues

or with collecting.data within bilingual.communities.

These kinds of opportunities benefit students by'enhancing

their involvement in the college experience and by providing

them with on-campus employment that is likely to be iqk

greater interest and value to them than many other workstudy

jobs,.as well as benefiting the institution.

.

158
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Mi no ri ty Women

The Commission recommends:

1. That colleges and universities-provide counseling services and personal

support groups to assist minority women in overcoming the barriers that

result from double standards and sex-role stereotypes.

2. That colleges anduniversities provide science and mathematics clinics

and special courses to help minority women make up for deficiencies in

preparation in these subjects, so that they will be able to consider

a wider range of careers. These efforts should be additional to par-

ticOlax interventions.at the precollege leve.

3. That jnstitutions hire and promote more minority women as faculty,

administrators, and staff.

4. That institutions provide child care services on campus.

.0/

5. That institutions make an effort to inVolve those minority women who

live at home more fully in campus life: for exampl'e, by providing dormi-

.

tory space or Other,facilities where these Women can spend tire inter-

acting with other students.,
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1975-1977 Sample

The sample for the 1977 follow-up was drawn from students who had

enrolled for the first time in fall 1975 in one of the 325 ihtitutions

participating in the Cooperative,Institutional Research Program (CIRP):

The sampling design was intended to produce a sample that would

include:

O as many minority students as possible;

o enough students from a limited number of institutions to allow

for the creation of environmental variables;

o a large proportion of students for whom SAT or ACT scores were

available (a small group of students without test scores for

comparison were also selected); and

o a larger proportion of low-income white students than are actually

present in the population.

To meet the,first objective, all Chicanos, American Indians, Puerto

Ricans, and Asian-Americans in the 1975 data base were surveyed.
1 To meet

the second, 100 institutions were selected according to a random stratified

design parallel to that used in the CIRP (see Table 1); predominantly black

institutions were not included.among the 100 institutions. All blacks with

SAT/ACT scores in the CIRP institutional population (N.325), as well as all

blacks in the 100 institutions, were selected. In addition, one in every

five blacks who had not enrolled in the 100 institutions or who lacked test,-

scores was chosen (see Figure 1). Other minority students attending these

hundred institutions were also a part of this population.
'4

To meet the fourth objective--having a large pool of low-income white

1. Because of their larger numbers in the population, not all blacks

were surveyed.

1c5
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students:-we sampled
whites from the 100 institutions as follows: Among

students from families with incomes below $10,000, we selected nine out of

A

ten with test scores and one out of seven without test scores. Among

students:from-families
with income's above $10,000, we

selected one out of

Q four, with test scores and one out of thirty-three without lest scores.

The final sample comprised 40,525 students. Follow-up questionnaires

were sent by first-class mail toeach student's home address during the

'second week of September 1977. During the third week of October, students

who had not responded were sent a second questionnaire, along with a cover

letter explaining
the.purposes of the study and encouraging participation.

In an effort to reach students at home,during the Thanksgiving recess, a

third wave was mailed out on November 18.

A total of 16,657 students returned usable questionnaires. After the

names of 4,052 students whose questionnaires
we're returned as nondeliverable

were removed from the sample, the overall response
rate was 45.7 percent.
S.;

The original Chicano sample
included 1,800 cases. WP "eceived responses

Ifrom 679 which
constitdtes a 38 percent response rate'.
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1971-80 Sample

Students for the 1980 follow-up were selected from 487 participating

colleges and universities in the Cooperative Institutional Research Program

(CIRP) during fall 1971. This sample included 31,421 whites, 11,045 blacks,

2,336 American Indians, 2,682 Chicanos and 768 Puerto Ricans. The two

mailings yielded a total of 10,704 cases or a 21 percent response rate.

Four hundred and sixty-eight Chicanos responded, a 16 percent rate of return.

To supplement the sample Of respondents we devised two additional

procedures:

Chilton Follow-Up of Non-Respondents

In early February 1980 Chilto6 Research-Services was contacted about

conducting a telephone search and survey of the non-respondents in the 1971-

1980 student follow-up. A telephone interview schedule base on the written

questionnaire and the main objectives of the study was drafted by the HERI

staff. The sample for the Chilton follow-up included nonrespondents to the

survey: all Puerto Rican, Chicano, and American Indian nonrespondents,

half the black nonrespondents, and 5,000 of' the white nonrespondents.

Chilton was instructed to contact the three first mentioned minority groups

first, then the'Blacks, and finally the Whites. This effort yielded 2,403

additional cases with information on key o4come measures. The Chicano

sampTe interviewed included 305 cases.

Rosters

Subsequent to this form of dita,collection from nonrespondents, rosters

were prepared of all nonrespondents plus nondeliverables froM the original'

list of subjects and these*rosters were mailed to the institutions. From each

parent institution we requested that they provide us with information on each.
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student with respect to (a) highest degree completed;
(b) number of years

completed at the institution; and (c) whether the student had requested to

have his/her
transcript sent to another institution.

The three approaches to data collection were utilized in applying

the ,weights to approximate the universe and thus develop estimates of edu-

cational outcomes.

1j
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NCES Classification of Major Fields

Health Professions

Health professions, general
Hospital and health care administration
Nursing (baccalaureate and higher programs)

Dental specialties (work beyond first-professional degree, D.D.S. or D.M.D.)

Medical specialties (work beyond first-professional degree, M.D.)

Occupational therapy
Optometry (all optometry except 0.0. degree)

Pharmacy (all pharmacy except D.Phar.)

Physical therapy
Dental hygiene (baccalaureate and higher programs)

PubliC health
Medical record librarianship
Podiatry or podiatric medicine (work beyond first-professional degree in

podiatry, podiatric medicine, or chiropody)

BioMedical communication
Veterinary medicine specialties (work beyond first-profeSSional degree,'D.V.M.)

Speech pathology and audiology
Chiropractic (includes all chiropractic except D.C. or.D.C.M.)

Clinical social work (medical and psychiatric and specialized rehabilitation

services)
Medical laboratory technologies (baccalaureate and higher programs)

Dental technologies (baccalaureate and higher Programs)

Radiologic technologies (baccalaureate and higher programs)

Other health profession fields

Area Studies

Asian studies, general
East Asian studies
South Asian (Indic etc.) _studies
Southeast Asian studies
African studies
Islamic studies
Russian and Slavic studies
Latin American stuthes
Middle Eastern Studtes
European studies, general
Eastern European studies
West European stpdies
American studies
Pacific area studies .
Other area studies fields

*This classificationiEFFii-T6F-Major fields of study, used in collecting

and reporting data for enrollments and degrees earned,.is presented in:. U. S.

Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Education Division of NCES, A

Taxonom of-Instructional Pro.rams in Hi her Education, by Robert A. Huff and

arjorie S. hand er, a CO as ington: PS, 1970.

1 7u
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Communications

Communications, general
Journalism (printed media)

Radio/television
Advertising
Communication media'(use of.viodeotape, films, etc., oriented specifically

toward radio/television)
Other communications fields

Fine and Applied Arts

Fine arts, general L..,

Art (painting, drawing, sculpture)
Art history and appreciation
Music (performing, composition, theory)

Music (li.beral arts program)

Music history and appreciation (musicology)

Dramatic arts
Dance ,13

Applied design (ceramics, weaving, textile design, fashion detign, jewelry,

metalsmithing, interior decoration, commercial art)

Cinematography
Photography
Other fine and applied arts

Foreign Languages

Foreign languages, general (includes concentration on more thah one language

:without major emphasis on one language and, "philology and iterature" of a

group of languages, such as Romance languages or Germanic languages)

French
German
Italian
Spanish
Russian
Chinese
Japanese'

Latin
Greek, classical
Hebrew
Arabic
Indian (Asiatic)
Scandanavian languages
Slavic languages (other than Russian)

African languages (non-Semitic)
.0ther foreign languages
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Letters

English, general
Literature, English
Comparative literature

Classics
Linguistics (includes phonetics, semantics, and philology)

Speedh, debate,i and.forensic science (rhetoric and public address)

Creative writing
Teaching of English as a foreign language

Philosophy
Religious studies (excludes theological professions)

Other letters fields

Biological Sciences

Biology, general
Botany, general

Bacteriology
Plant pathology
Plant pharMacology
Plant physiology
Zoology; general
Pathology, human and animal

Pharmacology, human and animal

Physiology, human and animal

Microbiology
Anatomy'
Histology
Biochemistry (includes agricultural c istry)

Biophysics
Molecular biology
Cell biology (cytology, cell physiology)

Marine biology
Biometrics and biostatistics

Ecology
Entomology
Genetics (includes-experimental plant and animal breeding)

Radiobiology
Nutrition, scientific (excludes nutrition in home economics and dietetics)

Neurosciences 47

Taxicology
Embryology
Other biological sciences

,
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Business and Management

Business and commerce, general
Accounting
Business statistics
Banking and finance
Investments and securities
Business management and administration
Operations research
Hotel and restaurant management
Marketing and purchasing
Transportation and public utilities

Real estate
Insurance
International business
Secretarial studies (accalaureate and higher programs)

Personnel management
LAbor and industrial relations
Business economics
Other-business and management fields

Education

Education, general
Elementary education, general

7 Secondary education, general
Junior high school education
Higher education, general
Junior and community college education
Adult and continuing education
Special education, general
Administration of special education
Education of the mentally retarded
Education-of the gifted
Education of the deaf
Education of the culturally disadvantaged
Education of the visually handicapped
Speech correction
Education of the emotionally disturbed
Remedial\education '
Special learning disabilities
Education of the physically handicapped
Education of the multiple handicapped
Social foundations (history and philosophy of education)

Educational psychology (includes' learning theory)

Pre-elementary eduction (kindgrgarten)
Educational statistics and res,earch.
Educational testing, evaluation and measurement
Student personnel (counseling and guidance)

Educational administration
EducatiOnal supervision
Curriculum and instruction
Reading education (methodology and theory)

173
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Reading education
(methodology and theory)

Art education
(methodology and theory).

Music education
(mtthodology and theory).

Mathematics education
(methodology and theory)

Science education
(methodology and theory)

Physical education

Driver and safety education

Health education (include famil life education)

Business, commerce,
and distribut've education.

Industrial arts,
vocational, and technical education

Agricultural education

Education of exceptional
children, not classifiable above.

Nome economics education

Nuesing education (training of school\nurses and of teachers of nursing)

Other education fields

Engineering

Engineering, general

Aerospace,
aeronautical, and astronauticalien

neering

Agricultural engineering

Architectural engineering

Bioengineering
and biomedical engineering

Chemical engineering (includes petroleum refining)

Petroleum engineering (excludes petroleum refining)

Civil, construction, and transportation engineeeing

Electrical,
electronics, and communications engineering,

Mechanical engineering

Giological engineering

Geophysical engineering

Industrial and management engineering

Metallurgical engineering

Materials engineering

Ceramic engineeeing

Textile engineering

Mining and mineral engineering

Engineering physics

Nuclear engineering

Engineering mechanics

Environmental
and sanitary engineering

Naval architecture
and marine engineering

Ocean engineering

Engineering technologies
(baccalaureate land higher programs)

Other engineering specializations

Mathematics

Mathematics, geneeal

Statistics,
mathematical and theoretical

Applied mathematics'

Other iiiathematits 'specializations*
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Physical Sciences

Physical sciences, general'
Physics, general (ecludes biophysict)
Molecular physics
Nuclear physics
Chemistry, general (excludes biochemistry)
Inorganic chemistry
Organic chemistry
Physical chemistry
Analytical chemistry .
Pharmaceutical chemistry'

1

Astronomy 1

Astrophysids
Atmosphere sciences and meteorology

Geology
1

Geochemistry
Geophysics and seismology.
Earth sciences, general
Paleontology
Oceanography-
Metallurgy ,

Other earth sciences
Other physical sciences

Psychology.

Psychology, general
Experimental psychology (animal and human)

Clinical psychology
Psychology for counseling
Social psychology'
Psychometrics
Statistics in psychology

Industrial_psychology
Developmental psychology
Physiological psychology
Other psychology specialization

Public Affairs and Services

/Community services, general
Public adminittration
Pirks and recreation management
Social work 'and helping services (other than clinical-social work)

Lawinforcement and corrections (baccalaureate and higher=programs)

International public service (other,than diplomatic service)

Other public affairs and services specializations
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Social sciences, general
Anthropology
Archaeology
Economics (excludes agricultural economics)

History
Geography
Political sciences and government

Sociology
Criminology
International relationS
Afro-American (black culture) studies
American Indian cultural studies
Mexican-American cultural studies

Urbavtudies
Demo aphy

Other social sciences
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Survey of-Minority Educators

Utilizing a modified Delphi technique a sample of 548 minority educa-

tors representing the four underrepresented minority groups were mailed

an open-ended questionnaire during spring 1980 designed to assess their

perceptions and attitOdes about barriers and facilitators of educational

attainnent for minorities.

The open-ended responses were coded and summarized, I6da second form

of 'the questionnaire was developed with response choices to each item.

This was mailed to the original sample in summer 1980.

Responses to this second form of the questionnaire designed to identifj,

consensus views among minority educators were received from 73 Blacks,,

93 Chicanos, 88 American Indians -and 58 Yuerto Ricans.

Tord Foundation Fellows

In the summer of 1980,HERI staff mailed questionnIires to 1,45Q

minority fellowship recipients since 1969, the year the Ford Foundation

established this program. Of this pool, 471 (34.9 percent) questionnaires

were returned as undeliverables. Exciuding these undeliverable questionnaires,

the.630 completed ones yield a 71.7 percent response rate of return among

the respcindents. There were 177 Chicano-fellowsh4 recipients. The ques-

tionnaire was designed to'elicit information on the fellows regarding their

background characteristics, graduate school experiences, and current employ-

ment status.
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Faculty Survey

A questionnaiva designed to' elicit information on background charac-

P
teristics, education, employment, attittides and values was mailed in

spring 1980 to all academic personnel (N=27,791) identified in a repre-

sentativp s'ampie of 96 institutions.

The original mailing and two follow-ups to nonrespondents'yielded

9,400 usable questionnaires. E,xcluding the 1,530 nondeliverable,ques-

tionnaires, the rate .of return was 36 percent.

p.
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